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I have mixed feelings about emerging markets.
Inevitably, they “emerge” as business partners
with the developed world, as potential buyers
for what someone else is trying to sell them, as
potential sources for coveted exports. In the
era of global commerce, emerging markets are
exciting: untapped money flows, impressionable
demographics unjaded by first-world glut.
I’ve always seen the language industry
as gatekeepers against overly imperialistic,
blunt-force market expansion. They speak the
cautionary words that things aren’t done quite
this way in this country, that the mores are
different, that this thing or that thing may upset
people.

Ideally, the language industry functions as a
sort of global conscience, even if it’s ultimately
justified by return on investment. Being nice and
culturally appropriate are nearly always good
business strategies.

Often, even as they’re doing business, the
people in our industry are advocating for their
own culture, their own country — or one they love.
And this is not insignificant. Particularly in a world
whose political climate has drifted toward saying
and doing things that may deeply offend or
injure nearby nations and people groups, having
an entire industry devoted to global diplomacy is
important.
Where politicians fail, may our industry
succeed. May our translators, interpreters,
programmers and engineers accept the
responsibility of global communication — and
global gatekeeping — with the kind of grace that
the world so deeply needs.
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Recaps

Translation Forum Russia includes language sessions and tools battle

Translation Forum Russia 2016
was held July 1-3 in Astrakhan.
Some 200 professionals, including
translators, interpreters, managers,
tools developers, university teachers
and trainers from over 30 Russian
regions and abroad were warmly
welcomed by the Astrakhan Oblast
Governor, Alexander Zhilkin, at the
opening ceremony.
The forum geography was broad
as always — apart from the Russian
participants, it received language professionals from Azerbaijan, Belgium,
Belarus, Britain, China, Germany,
France, Iran, Italy, Moldavia, Ukraine
and the United States. And as always,
its program included a range of
dynamic discussions, networking sessions and practical presentations given
simultaneously in four tracks during
three full days of a working weekend.
This year, the conference participants were offered a number of novelties. Among them were Farsi, Japanese,
Chinese and Italian language sessions.
Much attention in the program was
given to conference interpreting,
including an inspiring speech by
Andrew Falaleev, who compared simultaneous interpreting with martial arts.

Another important topic raised at
one of the round table meetings was
the role of professional organizations
and associations in lobbying professional interests and raising awareness
of translation professionals on a whole
number of issues, including professional code of ethics.

For the first time at Translation
Forum Russia, a battle of translation
tools developers took place. Every
developer had only five minutes
to introduce one of their software
features. The winner was SmartCAT, represented by its CEO Ivan
Smolnikov.
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Summer school held
for linguistics students
Ciklopea Summer School 2016
was held in Zagreb, Croatia,
August 22 - September 2, 2016,
and was attended by 11 linguistics
students from Croatia, Serbia and
Montenegro.
The summer school is unique in
Southeast Europe for being held
by a language service provider and
was conceived as an extension to
university education. Ciklopea’s
project and production managers as well as linguistic team leads
gave lectures on current translation
technologies, procedures, standards
and requirements of the language
industry, helping the students gain
early insight into the industry.
The school is aimed at bridging
the gap between the academic and
industrial worlds, and therefore
the program is tailored to suit
the current level of the students’
knowledge, with an emphasis on
industrial experience and a positive
business attitude. The course was

be proactive. Your employers will
appreciate it and you will make a
difference.”

summed up in the words of school
organizer Zana Boljkovac: “Do
not be afraid to ask questions and
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Recaps
Featured Reader
Christian Faust, general manager
and owner of FaustTranslations.
com.

this is only the beginning for me
and my company.

Where do you live?

German, English, Italian, French
and some Chinese — ni hao ;-)

What language(s) do you speak?

I live in Belgium, in a village
named Recht in the Ardennes
forests.

What do you like to do in your
spare time?

How did you get started in this
industry?

In the 1980s I studied German,
philosophy, Romance languages
and literature in Munich. It was
very interesting but at some point
I thought to myself: hey, kid, sometime you’ll have to make a living.
By coincidence a friend invited
me to spend a summer in Florence, Italy. Soon after I decided
to become an Italian translator
(I’ll admit, not many prospects
for major income). Anyway, I
studied in Munich at the famous
SDl institute and began to work
as a freelancer before I had even
finished my studies. Moreover, I
had the opportunity to buy a fax
machine (an investment that was
difficult to afford as a student)
and be one of the first translators
in Munich to deliver fast translations. I had a big Italian automotive
producer among my first clients.
Good startup!
How long have you worked in the
industry?

I started as a freelancer in 1989.
Some years later I created a company, then moved to Luxemburg
to develop and grow even more.
My work as a translator never got
annoying. On the contrary, this
work is getting more and more
interesting. I’m currently building opportunities and gaining
new perspectives every day. In
1989 my business really was a
niche, but today we are increasingly important. That’s fascinating. And I strongly believe that

To keep it short, and not in order
of priority: triathlon, drumming,
literature, painting, singing, philosophy, surfing, family, traveling,
party, concerts, writing, cooking,
photography, squash, learning
languages, meditation, sociology,
paleontology and blogging.
Why do you read MultiLingual?

Is there a better resource when it
comes to the localization business?
Where do you think you’ll be in five
to ten years?

First, I would like to still be here.
For my business, I’m looking for
continuous and healthy growth,
founded on a high ethical standard for everyone involved in the
process. Personally I would like to
be more relaxed and foresighted
— mellower. But you know, if one is
emotionally involved it’s difficult to
stay neutral.

Did you make any wrong decisions? Do you have any recommen-

dations to share?

Haha, a lot — otherwise, how do
you improve? In the beginning I
was afraid of negative feedback.
But I learned my lesson. I hadn’t
met my clients’ expectations and
I would have to improve in the
areas that weren’t perfect. “Negative” feedback is exactly what one
needs. You never will be perfect
and the requirements change
continuously. My recommendation is to stay open, listen to your
customer, don’t take it personally, learn and try to improve. Customers are not always wrong!

Together17_AD_1206x635.pdf 1 26/09/2016 21:46:08
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N ews

Resources

Continuous globalization white paper

Lingoport, Inc., a provider of software internationalization tools and services, has made available the white paper,
Continuous Globalization, that examines making internationalization and localization integrated and ongoing
development activities.

Lingoport, Inc. www.lingoport.com

An introduction to
interpreting delivery platforms

Common Sense Advisory, Inc., an independent market
research firm specializing in the language service industry, has published the report “Interpreters at the Push of
a Button.” The report provides guidance to both buyers
of interpreting services and language service providers to
ensure they select fit-for-purpose solutions. Tech vendors
will gain a better understanding of the competitive landscape they face.

Common Sense Advisory, Inc. www.commonsenseadvisory.com

Business

Asia Online now Omniscien Technologies

Asia Online Pte Ltd., a developer of automated translation technology, has changed the company’s name to Omniscien Technologies. The company has also established

a European office in the Netherlands and has appointed
Peter Zeer as director of sales, EMEA.

Omniscien Technologies https://omniscien.com

LinguaLinx acquires Language Translation

LinguaLinx, Inc., a provider of translation and global
marketing services, has acquired Language Translation, Inc.
(LTI), a provider of translation and interpreting services.

LinguaLinx, Inc. www.lingualinx.com
Language Translation, Inc. www.languagetranslation.com

Official launch of Limaye Language Services

Limaye Spanish-English Language Services focuses on
the translation of documents in the legal, medical, scitech, financial and social sciences fields.

Limaye Spanish-English Language Services www.limaye.ca

World Translation redesigns website

Danish language service provider World Translation A/S
has redesigned its website. The company specializes in technical translations for companies in the machinery industry.

World Translation A/S www.worldtranslation.dk

People

Recent industry hires

■■ Literra, a provider of translation and interpretation
services, has hired Aleksey Bekmansurov as marketing

Subscribe to
MultiLingual News at
multilingual.com/newsletter

The newsletter is distributed to more
than 6,500 opt-in subscribers 15 times
a year, and features the latest news
and events for the language industry.
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News
director, and Andrey Bosak and Anna Grigorenko as international business development managers.
Literra http://li-terra.ru/en

■■ Iconic Translation Machines Ltd. has added Jian Zhang
as a machine translation scientist and Bogdan Sacaleanu as
a technical consultant.

Iconic Translation Machines Ltd. http://iconictranslation.com

■■ U.S. Translation Company has hired Mel Ott as localization engineer.

U.S. Translation Company www.ustranslation.com

Products and Services

features of its translation management system.

Donnelley Language Solutions www.dfsco.com/languagesolutions

Projetex 3D

Advanced International Translations, a developer of
translation management software, has released version 3D
of the Projetex translation management system. Updates
include a multiple-document interface, the ability to manage prospects and applicants and dynamic reports.

Advanced International Translations www.translation3000.com

Clients and Partners

Memsource 6.0

Mayflower, Summa Linguae partner

Memsource www.memsource.com

Mayflower Language Services Pvt Ltd www.mayflowerlanguages.com
Summa Linguae https://summalinguae.pl

Memsource, a developer of cloud translation software,
has released Memsource 6.0. The latest version includes
content connectors to FTP, Dropbox and Google Drive,
direct PDF translation capability via TransPDF, and integration to Globalese MT.

GTS online service

Global Translation Services (GTS) has launched an
online translation service that allows clients to get price
quotes and order document translation services from the
company’s website.

Global Translation Services www.gts-translation.com

TermCloud

Gemino GmbH, a language services provider, has added
a proprietary development to its client service portfolio
called TermCloud. The browser-based online terminological database can be used by anyone to look up terms and
references.

Gemino GmbH www.gemino.de

Online Localization Maturity Assessment

Language Solutions Inc., a provider of linguistics services,
has created the Online Localization Maturity Assessment
service intended to help managers determine how their
organization is currently managing its translation efforts.

Language Solutions Inc. www.langsolinc.com

Woordee

Transn IOL Technology Co., Ltd., a multilingual information processing service provider, has launched Woordee, an
online document and file translation platform.

Transn IOL Technology Co., Ltd. www.transn.com

MultiTrans 2017

Donnelley Language Solutions has rebranded and redesigned the MultiTrans 2017 portal and updated several

Mayflower Language Services Pvt Ltd has partnered
with Summa Linguae, a consolidated provider of translation services. The companies have taken a minority stake
in each other but will continue to grow each business
independently.

Iconic MT connector for MultiTrans

Iconic Translation Machines Ltd., a language technology
software company, has created a custom machine translation connector for MultiTrans, the translation management system developed by Donnelley Language Solutions.

Iconic Translation Machines Ltd. http://iconictranslation.com
Donnelley Language Solutions www.dfsco.com/languagesolutions

Certifications
■■ Centrum Lokalizacji C&M Sp. z o.o., a language
service provider, has received certification of the ISO
17100:2015 standard that specifies requirements for all
aspects of the translation process directly affecting the
quality and delivery of translation services.

Centrum Lokalizacji C&M Sp. z o.o. www.cmlocalization.eu

■■ Alba Translating Company, a language services provider, has received certification of the ISO 17100:2015
standard that specifies requirements for core processes,
resources and other aspects that are necessary for the
implementation of quality translation services.

Alba Translating Company www.alba-translating.ru

Announcements
Alpha Translation Service GmbH, a provider of language
services with a focus on German and business-to-business
translations, has reached its 25th year in business.

Alpha Translation Service GmbH http://alphatranslation.com
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C al e n d ar

SELM

November

Gilbane 2016

November 29-30, 2016, Boston, Massachusetts USA

November 10-11, 2016, Sevilla, Spain

Information Today, Inc., http://gilbaneconference.com

Sociedad Española de Lenguas Modernas, www.congresoselm.com

Online Educa Berlin

European Terminology Summit 2016

November 30-December 2, 2016, Berlin, Germany

November 14-15, 2016, Luxembourg

ICWE GmbH, www.online-educa.com

European Association for Terminology, TermCoord
http://termcoord.eu/events/eaft-summit-2016

December

The China i18n Challenge

ND Focus – Elia’s focus on
Project Management

November 17, 2016, San Jose, California USA
The International Multilingual User Group (IMUG)
www.meetup.com/IMUG-Silicon-Valley/events/226641322

December 1-2, 2016, Barcelona, Spain

Translating and the Computer 38

Translation in Antiquity, Translating
Antiquity: methods and practices

Elia (European Language Industry Association), http://pm2016.elia-ndfocus.org

November 17-18, 2016, London, UK

December 1-2, 2016, Blindern, Norway

AsLing, www.asling.org/tc38

EXPOLINGUA Berlin

University of Oslo, www.hf.uio.no/english/research/theme/traveling-texts

ICWE GmbH, www.expolingua.com

December 8-10, 2016, Hong Kong

Translation and Time

November 18-19, 2016, Berlin, Germany

Nordic Translation Industry Forum

Chinese University of Hong Kong, http://traserver.tra.cuhk.edu.hk/conf-web

Anne-Marie Colliander Lind, Cecilia Enbäck GmbH, http://ntif.se

December 11-16, 2016, Osaka, Japan

COLING 2016

November 24-25, 2016, Malmö. Sweden

International Committee for Computational Linguistics, http://coling2016.anlp.jp
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Calendar
12th International Postgraduate
Conference in Translation and Interpreting
December 12-13, 2016, Dublin, Ireland

Intelligent Content Conference

March 28-30, 2017, Las Vegas, Nevada USA

Content Marketing Institute, www.intelligentcontentconference.com

Dublin City University, Heriot-Watt University, University of Edinburgh,
University of Manchester, www.ipciti.org.uk

5th International Conference on the
Theory and Practice of Natural Computing
December 12-13, 2016, Sendai, Japan
GRLMC, Cyberscience Center, Tohoku University
http://grammars.grlmc.com/TPNC2016

MLA 2017

January 2017

January 5-8, 2017, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania USA

Modern Language Association of America, www.mla.org/Convention/MLA-2017

Together 2017

February

February 23-24, 2017, Berlin, Germany

Elia (European Language Industry Association), www.elia-association.org/Together

April

Monterey Forum 2017

April 1-2, 2017, Monterey, California USA
Middlebury Institute of International Studies at Monterey
http://sites.miis.edu/montereyforum2017

1st World Congress on Translation Studies
April 10-14, 2017, Nanterre, France

French Society for Translation Studies, http://cmt.u-paris10.fr/cmt2016

12th EUATC International Conference
April 20-21, 2017, Berlin, Germany

European Union of Associations of Translation Companies
http://euatc.org/conference

SpeechTEK 2017

April 24-26, 2017, Washington, DC USA
Information Today, Inc ., www.speechtek.com/2017

6th Bremen Symposium

February 24-25, 2017, Bremen, Germany

University of Bremen
www.fremdsprachenzentrum-bremen.de/2126.0.html?&L=1

LocWorld Shenzhen

February 28-March 2, 2017, Shenzhen, China
Localization World, Ltd., www.locworld.com

March

8th International Conference of the Iberian
Association of Translation and Interpreting
March 8-10, 2017, Madrid, Spain

University of Alcalá, AIETI Association, http://aieti8.com/en/presentation

The Translation and
Localization Conference 2017
March 24-25, 2017, Warsaw, Poland

TLC Conferences Association, www.translation-conference.com

GALA 2017

March 26-29, 2017, Amsterdam, Netherlands
Globalization and Localization Association (GALA)
www.gala-global.org/conference-2017-amsterdam

May

ITI Conference 2017

May 18-20, 2017, Cardiff, UK

Institute of Translation & Interpreting, http://iti-conference.org.uk

21st Nordic Conference on
Computational Linguistics

May 22-24, 2017, Gothenburg, Sweden
Language Bank of Sweden, http://nodalida2017.se

June

Complexity thinking in translation studies:
In search of methodologies
June 1-2, 2017, Leuven, Belgium

University of the Free State
www.ufs.ac.za/humanities/unlisted-pages/complexity/complexity/home-page

UA Europe 2017

June 8-9, 2017, Harrogate, UK
UA Europe, http://www.uaconference.eu

LocWorld Barcelona

June 14-16, 2017, Barcelona, Spain
LocWorld, Ltd., www.locworld.com
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Column

Community Lives
Creating a
universal language

Jeannette Stewart

Jeannette Stewart is the former CEO of CommuniCare, a
translation company for life sciences. An advocate for the
language industry, she founded Translation Commons, a
nonprofit online platform facilitating community collaboration.

According to linguist and political thinker Noam Chomsky, “A
language is not just words. It’s a culture, a tradition, a unification of a
community, a whole history that creates what a community is. It’s all
embodied in a language.”

So can we have a universal, global language unifying and embodying all
of us? Given the diversity of human life, is that even possible? Proto-IndoEuropean may have come closest, and then Hellenistic Koiné, then Latin. What
about CHTML or Python? After all, computers talk to each other in 1s and 0s
regardless of the language used to program them and they span the globe.
It seems that wherever languages are used, the desire for some form of
universal language is identified as a means of circumventing the one-to-one
translation process. The idea of a bridge (a koiné language) connecting a
number of languages, understandable to a large population, does indeed have
a strong appeal, especially when a goal of globalism is real-time, multilingual
communication. Does a universal language make sense in today’s networkconnected world?
Language has many functions. We do not have a universal means of communicating with each other quite simply because we do not have a universal
topic to discuss — we have millions. This is excellent news for translators
and localizers. Perhaps not such good news for those hoping that computerassisted translation will be a magic bullet for cross-cultural communication.
Yet the idea persists and with a growing appreciation of what characterizes a
global community, it is still an idea under investigation.
As Latin fell into decline in the post-Renaissance world of European letters,
many thinkers sought to replace its abilities to express all manner of subjects
in a widely understood form. Mathematicians René Descartes and Gottfried
Leibniz attempted to formulate a means of constructing a language capable
of expressing conceptual thoughts. In England, John Wilkins, among others,
sought to facilitate trade and communication between international scholars
using a system of “real characters,” symbols that constituted a lingua franca.
In 2001, Professor Abram de Swaan of the University of Amsterdam
described how power and languages are connected in the global community
in his book Words of the World: The Global Language System. His accomplish-
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ments as a social scientist enabled him
to detail how a multilingual world can
also be described in hierarchical terms
that expose the uneven field upon
which languages compete for dominance. In his model, English occupies
the “hypercentral” position, whereas
other languages exist more diffusely
from central to peripheral positions. In
the translation community, we work
in this arena on a daily basis. There
have been critics of de Swaan’s ideas
in the academic community, but the
work has been highly influential in
furthering our understanding of how
communication can facilitate human
affairs globally.
Theoretical approaches to specifying how a universal language works
are essential to understanding how the
global, multilingual community might
operate using a single or dominant
language. But how might this work in
practice? As mentioned above, thinkers in the 17th century were interested
in using signs and symbols to communicate. This is still an idea that is being
explored with the unlikely sounding
Lovers Communication System
(LoCoS) devised by Yukio Ota, Professor of Design at Tama Art University
in Japan. Ota is world-famous for
his design of the green running man
used to mark exit doors in millions of
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Figure 1: The plot of the film Dune broken down into 41 emoji characters.

buildings across the world. With our
proliferating use of emojis and their
incorporation in Unicode, this is hardly
surprising. But their use thus far has
been largely confined to text messages
and websites. They do, however,
represent text to varying degrees and
it is premature to say just what their
future is. That said, if a picture is truly
worth a thousand words, then they
surely must have a bright future. When
actor Kyle MacLachlan was asked to
explain the plot of the film Dune on
Twitter, he managed to describe the
entire movie with 41 emoji characters
(see Figure 1).
The emoji “language” is already
recognizable universally and this is due
to the Unicode Consortium, which has
embraced the new language, and is
diligently defining and approving new
emoji characters. Every new version of
Unicode includes recommendations
for implementation but companies are
free to represent the emoji whichever
way they wish, thus growing the range
of expressions. With growth comes
diversification, confusion and misunderstandings. With representations
now covering multiple skin tones and
occupations having a female variant,
Unicode is doing a spectacular job
in providing creative solutions. For
example, the gender-diverse emoji for
occupations is a combination of the
standard “man” and “woman” emoji
with a second emoji to represent the
occupation. These are joined together
by a special invisible character called

the “zero-width joiner” (ZWJ).
Platforms that support the new emoji
recognize the ZWJ and display a single
emoji while others will display two
separate ones. The ability to create
new emojis brings its own problems,
mainly fragmentation and inability to
include them in the official Unicode
version. For example, Twitter has a
pirate flag, Windows has added ninja
cats and WhatsApp has an Olympic
rings emoji, which in other platforms
is shown as five plain circles. The
potential for confusion and misrepresentation across different platforms
can only be avoided by sticking to
the official Unicode version. As the
emoji language grows and increases its
expressions, its universal nature is what
appeals to people.
With cultural and commercial
imperatives driving the world’s need
for instant and universal communication, it’s hardly surprising that many
place great faith in technology to
provide universal, workable solutions
to common problems.
However, the ATA skillfully and
properly put the White House in its
place when a call was made in 2009 for
bigger and better automated translation. In a deftly-worded response to
President Obama, ATA President
Jiri Stejskal asserted that “translation
software and qualified human translators are vital to your goal of achieving
language security. Today all the leading
proponents of computer translation
recognize that human beings will

always be essential, no matter how
sophisticated translation programs
become.” I doubt any language professional would disagree, and this tends
to suggest that there is assuredly no
place for a universal language in our
community. But the pace of change at
the cutting edge of tech is still blistering. Welcome to the brave new worlds
of the Internet of Things and machine
learning.
Picking up on Chomsky’s idea that
all aspects of a community are embodied in its language, can we say the same
for a community’s technology? The
ancient Greek word τη̃ λε (têle, meaning afar), which we find in telephone,
television, telecommunication and so
on, bridges enormous distances. These
devices shrink our world, but they
enlarge our communities. The Internet
of Things promises to connect us to an
even greater degree, if we are to believe
the hype. We are promised that just as
our phones pack enormous computing
power into a hand-held device, billions
of gadgets will be similarly empowered.
A recent report identified “implementation problems” as a barrier
to progress in achieving this
ultra-ambitious internet-connected
network of devices. Implementation
in what respect? Business and tech
analysts will cite security and privacy
as massive headaches or achieving
robust and reliable connectivity in a
massively heterogeneous networked
world. But what if your device speaks
one language and you speak another?
Will we need to localize smart fridges?
The answer has to be yes. If Siri,
Apple’s virtual assistant is available in a
growing variety of languages; if PayPal’s
services are now available in over 200
languages; if Amazon has operations in
at least 15 international locations; then
to paraphrase H. G. Wells, I’ve seen
the future and it’s multilingual.
So what exactly is powering this
hugely diverse yet intimately connected
world of tech? The computing community, like the language community,
December 2016
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is made of many other diverse communities, of which artificial intelligence
(AI) is one. In turn, it too is made up
of many varied communities. AI used
to be regarded by more mainstream
computing communities as exotic.
That, however, has changed dramatically and AI is now truly mainstream.
AI has many areas of application, but
one that is of particular interest to
the language community is natural
language processing. In particular,
machine learning is being applied to
endow computers with the capability
of “understanding” texts and, taking a
further leap, of “translating” them.
With a field that draws input from
computer science, cognitive psychology, neurolinguistics, data science and
numerous theories of education, it is
no wonder that numerous different
approaches are taken to automating
language acquisition. It would be
counter-productive to even attempt to
generalize efforts in the field. However,
two approaches to training a computer
to learn how to translate a language are
worth a very brief examination. These
are: rule-based systems and statistical
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systems. We should note that neither
of these are cognitive approaches. They
involve processing.
Rule-based systems rely upon a
set of syntactic and orthographic
conventions that are used to analyze
the content of a source text, which
provides the input to be generated into
the target language. But the problems
with using this approach are obvious.
Word order, for example, is anything
but universally the same. Indeed, the
notion of core grammar just doesn’t
relate to the real world of diverse
language families, not to mention
accommodating isolates like Basque.
Clearly the problems can be overcome
such that there is a way of connecting
languages in pairs, but for the present
we rely upon the hard work of the poor
old human linguist.
The other approach involves the use
of statistical processing based on bilingual text corpora. Google Translate is
the perfect example of this approach
which harnesses raw processing power
to detect patterns of equivalence in
language pairs. Almost all of the texts
that are mined in this way are the

product of human translators in the
first place and this is what gives proponents of this approach confidence that
the quality of the output target will be
of satisfactory quality. Another benefit
of this approach is that it is responsive
to use with new language pairs and
this gives some researchers hope that a
monolinguistic text corpus, the engine
of a universal translator, is a future
possibility.
If computers are not already
everywhere, they soon will be. And
what of our silicon friends who speak
at light-speed in 1s and 0s? Will they
ever achieve consciousness as some
researchers believe? AI researcher Alan
Stewart, who is working on neural
networks, says “I am optimistic about
the future capabilities of computers
and by that I mean that raw power and
sophisticated logic will create amazing
technology, but unless there are some
startling breakthroughs, it will still fall
short of nature’s biological capabilities.”
However, he speculates that with the
learning capabilities that computers are
being given, it’s possible that they will
begin to look for more efficient ways
to achieve the tasks we ask them to do.
That’s one of the products of learning
algorithms. At the recent DEFCON in
Las Vegas, a Cyber Grand Challenge
was staged that pitted two computer
systems against each other with the
aim of discovering weaknesses in the
opposing systems. The results fell short
of present human standards, but this is
just the beginning.
With computers able to learn large
amounts of material at high speed, a
new communications paradigm is a
strong possibility. For example, is it
possible that computers will actually
create their own language? I know it
sounds ridiculously far-fetched, but
there was a time not so long ago that
we scoffed at even quick-and-dirty
machine translation. That universal
language may still be out there in the
future, but will we be able to understand it? [M]
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Colloquial and formal
communication choices
Daniel B. Harcz

Daniel B. Harcz has been running Harcz & Partner Ltd.
since 1998.

For almost two decades in the international translation business,
I’ve encountered language professionals ranging from monolingual
editors to multilingual translators, from directors of one-person
translation companies to executives of large, multinational translation agencies. The communication tone that these remote business
partners use with me varies greatly.
The reasons behind a person’s decision concerning a friendly attitude versus
an official one can be manifold. First of all, the culture language professionals
live and work in will determine their business attitude in a major way. In some
cultures, such as that of the United States, informal communication between
professionals working for different companies is much more common than in
some other cultures, such as in most Eastern European and Asian countries
where business communication is typically more formal and impersonal.
Second, it could reflect the point you have reached in your professional
career in terms of revenues and stable and predictable finances. After
a certain juncture in your career, when you feel your savings will last
for many years and you are no longer worried about your retirement
finances, you tend to allow a personal touch to creep into your previously
more formal business communications.
Third, it might just be reflective of the relationship between the two language
professionals doing business with each other — the number of years they have
been cooperating, whether they have met in person or if their working relationship
is restricted to virtual communication.
It could also be a conscious personal strategy regarding the extent you allow
friendships to develop with your remote business partners. There are several
arguments supporting the adoption of an informal or outright friendly style
of business communication, but the counterarguments are just as numerous
and solid. Striking an informal tone with a relatively new and unknown remote
client or freelancer might arouse negative feelings and result in alienation or
the termination of the business relationship in question. The lack of physical
presence means that nonverbal communication is missing either completely
(emailing) or partially (in the case of telephone conversations). When communicating by email, which is still the most common form of remote business
interaction, the person you’re communicating with is confined to the verbal
messages you send them, and this can easily result in unilateral or bilateral
offense being taken. In the case of email communication with a lesser-known
person, special emphasis needs to be taken on avoiding an informal style,

especially at the beginning of the working relationship when miscommunication can happen more easily. Later on,
as the parties engaged in business get to
know each other better, a careful shift
toward a more laid-back conversational
style can take place, but preferably in a
controlled manner, constantly checking reactions from the other side.
Your personal habits and personality traits govern your human
relationships. These can be suppressed to some extent if and when
it’s required, but when you deem a
business partner more receptive of
your friendship as a fellow language
professional, there is no need to
remain on a strictly formal level.
Lastly, some clients have no
intention to pay for your services
whatsoever and think that being nice,
responsive, helpful and friendly might
allay your doubts about their possible
intention not to pay for your services.
Whatever the reason, the problems
start when one person adopts an
unfoundedly informal parlance that
borders on arrogance, and doesn’t
switch to a formal style despite obvious
signs that the other person does not
reciprocate the informal attitude. I
had a regular agency client based in
the US who was like that. We started
cooperating in 2002, and right from
the beginning, he kept asking me
questions like “are you getting laid?”
when trying to assign a project to me
December 2016
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and my translation company. I wasn’t
even familiar with the meaning
of this English phrase at the time,
but I immediately suspected bad
language. Once I looked it up, I felt
insulted, like my work was degraded.
I did not dare to ask him to refrain
from using phrases like this when
inquiring about our availability for
their projects because I did not want
to lose the client, so I endured this
verbal treatment for about three or
four years on a very regular basis,
often several times a day. Sometimes
even on weekends, as this project
manager had no respect for weekends
or holidays. He kept asking me about
my love life, and kept reporting on his
latest advances with females. He even
went so far as to send me a picture
of one of his “regulars”: an attractive lady wearing close to nothing.

Eventually, I decided to quit working
for the client because I was no longer
able to tolerate the humiliating
style of this company executive. In
hindsight, I should not have agreed
to work for them in the first place,
but at the time, my company was still
young, I had to seize every opportunity to get decent assignments,
and they paid relatively good rates.
I have also had some memorable
experiences in the course of my career
that could be regarded as “positive.”
Most notably with a Maltese translation company whose project managers
went overboard to express their
gratitude each time we accepted and
carried out a translation or editing job
for them. They used long sentences
filled with appreciation and were
grateful for our work, which initially
felt good. However, after I saw that
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this was their monotonous routine,
and that they probably used the same
words with each of the suppliers
who delivered translations to them, I
started being bored and reciprocated
their eulogy less and less frequently.
Although this kind of appreciation is
much less of a nuisance than being
asked on a daily basis if I was “getting
laid,” it can become cumbersome
after a while to read the very same
lines of apotheosis over and over
again. It takes away precious time
from managing your translation
projects and as those active in our
business know, time is of the essence.
A positive experience that left no
bad taste in my mouth was in relation to a cooperation I engaged in
with a small but highly professional
American translation company
around 2006. This was a one-person
company whose director outsourced
all her projects to freelancers. My
company worked for her on a regular
basis for a couple of years but then
she became insolvent (her translation business was probably affected
by the global economic recession in
2009) and was unable to settle our
last invoice. I accepted the situation
and decided to let the matter rest.
However, in 2014 I thought I’d ask
her if her business was back on the
right track and if there was a way
for her to settle our outstanding
invoice. To my surprise, the answer
was yes, and an immediate payment
was made based on our old invoice.
When we had previously cooperated on their translation projects,
she appeared to be a friendly but
very professional person. But
when we resumed our contact,
true friendship evolved between
us. Our working relationship has
benefited from our friendship and it
is now me who offers her occasional
freelance work from French and
German into American English.
In the world (or should I say
quagmire) of today’s international

translation business, there are all
sorts of people offering some sort
of language-related service. Many
of these language service providers
are genuine professionals who offer
and provide high-quality language
services to their clients but some
participants of the international
market are of questionable background, competence and intentions,
and their informal, misleadingly
friendly attitude and parlance often
serves to conceal malevolent intent
such as that of scammers, substandard-quality service providers and
non-paying or low-paying clients.
Friendship between professionals is a wonderful and desirable
thing and should be encouraged in
general, but care should be taken
in establishing who is worthy of
your attention and your time as a
friend. My advice to those who like
befriending some of their business
partners is to first get to know them
as thoroughly as possible, let some
assignments be carried out and paid
for successfully, and then gradually
switch to a more informal and
laid-back style of communication.
This way, major embarrassment can
be avoided. Jumping into a friendship in the virtual world is laden
with incomparably greater hazards
than it is in the real world when
you meet someone face-to-face,
and experience the nonverbal side
of communication with them, too.
In this respect, the virtual (remote)
working relationships evolving
in the realm of the international
translation community could be
likened to the initial (virtual) phase
of relationships established on
internet-based dating sites where the
identity, personality, habits, objectives and intentions of the person
sitting at the other end of the line
in front of their monitor are equally
unpredictable, precarious and hard
to decipher. Caution is advised,
especially at the beginning. [M]
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Translation: the business
of innovation
Jesse Tomlinson

Jesse Tomlinson is an interpreter and translator
based in Guadalajara, Mexico, with special interest
in the environment, the tequila industry and literature. She is originally from Ottawa, Canada.

Innovation is a word that can annoy or animate and is used in many
ways by many people in a broad range of businesses and cultures. And
yet as translators and interpreters, we don’t often see ourselves as
innovators.

As a translator and interpreter, I once got into a tweet exchange with someone who claimed that innovation was “the color of BS,” and just another buzzword. There’s no doubt that the word annoys some people and excites others.
We’re immersed in a period of technological change (renewable energy, the
availability of numerous personal devices, intense connectivity), enveloped
again in a renewed pattern of change. Change is constant — it’s the norm.
What does all this change have to do with innovation? When it comes
to tech updates, we continually hear that change is good — the iPhone,
for example, sells based on the idea that the newer model is better. So why
is innovation “the most overused word in America,” according to a 2013
article in Wired magazine? Plenty of other media outlets have echoed the
sentiment over the years, from The Irish Times to The Wall Street Journal.
However, innovation is merely the process of creating something new
and to innovate is to make changes to something already established.
Which brings up an interesting question. As translators, are we doing
innovation, or are we it? Are we innovation, or are we innovating?

Translators as innovators
As translators and interpreters in one of the oldest professions around, we
are innovating all the time. Translation is the job of checking and rechecking
one’s writing while producing new inspiration in every sentence created. It’s
the job of looking back over history and understanding how crucial the work of
communication has been and trying to figure out new ways to make it better,
tighter, smoother. It’s the oldest and the newest, all wrapped up in one package.
Lately we have seen language professionals working together for collective
causes, forming links with colleagues, looking at how to train the fastest
growing sector of the future, using innovative ideas on how to certify
language professionals, how to deal with translation environment tools and
perhaps even how to create freelance societies where translators and
interpreters are respected and their work understood. This last planet is far
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away, but we may observe some
professionals already orbiting its
outer moon, aided by innovation.
Innovation means inspiration,
metamorphosis, a process of stimulation and euphoria, trial and error,
something better than before. And this
is exciting. The word applies to all that
is new, better, different and clever — or
that is trying to be. For things that are
unknown, innovation frames answers
where there were no questions; it
suggests solutions and flows along
channels we might never have investigated. And how perfect that innovatus,
Latin for renewal and change, roots
the word in classical antiquity,
reminding us of its pure meaning.
Innovation is, after all, an
improvement on what came before.
It’s familiar and friendly because it
is faithful to and builds on what was
already there, transforming figure
and form and packaging them into a
sleek, smooth, concise new product.
This is translation, the business
of innovation. Every rendering
of a text is different; unless we’re
talking about recycling old translations, it has to be innovative every
time. To translate is to take a text,
remain true to its intention and
culture, and innovate it into the
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target language. The process of
taking something that is finished
and creating something new
with those original elements is
the very spirit of innovation.

For a translator:

Spanish into English

i

Precisely where innovation is happening

For an interpreter:
Spanish <> English

i

Innovation happening here

Another -tion word
Can we embrace innovation as
a word and a concept, when we’re
already crowded on the platform
with two or three other “-tion”
words, translation, localization
and interpretation? I say yes. Let’s
own it, advertise it and promote
it as part of what is essential for
each interpreter and translator.
Innovation is the fairy dust that
makes your translation sing, the
attitude and actions implicit in each

piece that you manoeuver from
one language into another, it’s the
problem solving prowess that you
hone and nurture with each client.
Like any exercise, it becomes a
conscious decision you make.
And as translators and specialists
in communication wizardry, it’s
a choice worth making. It’s like
the gift of a book that you give
yourself, and open again and again
to be inspired and motivated.
Thinking of translation as
innovation is the key to giving
yourself permission to get inside a
piece — to jump inside the words,
to test the water, and then to start
swimming laps that become the
lines on the page in a new language.
The concept of innovation
helps us reap insight into what
translation and interpreting mean.
As an interpreter, it means solving
a problem right then and there,
right when someone is speaking,
right in those crucial seconds.
As a translator, it’s a completely
original way of speaking written
words in another language. Why do
we need a new translation of Kafka?
Because language changes, because

it casts the story in a different light,
because it touches readers in a way
the previous translations didn’t.
Why is this good? Why is this
necessary? To stimulate new ideas
and conversations about literature.
As translators and interpreters
we can fly our innovation flag
high. Innovation is human and
is inherently tied to the translation and interpretation process.
It’s about assessing key points
and descriptions, considering
their meaning, and reproducing
artistically inspired new messages
based on another person’s words.
Innovation is a celebration of
our humanness. Machines can
translate, but they cannot innovate
— this is the rickety axis on which
the current state of translation
seems to be balancing. But we are
not standing on shaky ground.
To the contrary, while some may
worry about a machine producing
rhyming couplets, the real insights
and skills necessary to translate are
just the ones that produce intricate, meaningful, homonym-filled
prose and sonnets, brought to you
by an innovative human. [M]
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Cloud Translation
Dramatically Increases Security
Keeping data secure while getting it translated
is often difficult, because translators and LSPs
around the world need to be sent files in order to
work on them. Cloud-based translation tools offer
a solution to this, as they allow for online work,
and eliminate the need for files to be emailed and
downloaded.
Common security issues in translation include:
• Your translation memory being used by another company or put up for sale
• A translator’s email account getting stolen or hacked
• No control over which subcontractors your vendor
employs to work on your content
Before the advent of cloud-based translation tools, translation files had to be forwarded via email, and were subsequently stored both online in the recipient’s email accounts,
and on multiple unsecure local hard drives. This is clearly
an issue for users who want their data to remain secure and
confidential. Here we will highlight the most common workflow scenarios used in translation, along with the various
security issues presented by each.

Scenario 1. No Translation Technology
In this situation, the translator does everything manually
in a program like Microsoft Word or Google Docs. Files are
distributed via email or FTP. Even if files are password-protected when emailed or when a secure FTP is used, after
the client hands over files to a translator or agency, they lose
all control over their data. They have no control over who

has access to the files, where the files are stored, how many
people they are forwarded to, or who will keep them once
the process is complete. For example, a file for translation
can easily travel from the client to a large translation agency,
then to a smaller, specialized translation agency and yet
again to a freelance translator and so on. In this scenario,
multiple copies of the file are stored on multiple devices
and the level of security is almost nonexistent. However, the
translation industry is traditionally very decentralized, and
this is still a very common scenario in today’s workflow.
Risks:
• Files stored on multiple unsecure hard drives
• Files stored in multiple email accounts
• Data owner has no control

Scenario 2. Desktop CAT Tool
Some companies use desktop translation tools. The desktop tool exports bilingual files for translation, and the users
send them via email or FTP to the translation provider.
The same chain of file sharing follows as in Scenario 1.
The agency will also use a translation tool to process the
bilingual file for translation, and most likely, the content of
the file will then be stored in the translation memory of the
agency and of its subcontractors and the freelance translators who do the translation. The fact that the data is stored
in these multiple translation memories means that desktop translation products actually offer even less security
than Scenario 1. The content may be reused for the client’s
future translation purposes, and possibly for translations

Figure 1. If you don’t have a cloud or server tool, everyone in the supply chain
stores a copy of the translation data in their hard-drives and email inboxes.
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by other clients of the freelance translator. Freelancers often keep a single translation memory in
which they store all of their client’s translations for
a given topic, for example, “medical translations.”
Risks:
• Files stored on multiple unsecure hard drives
• Files stored in multiple email accounts
• Files likely stored in multiple translation memories
• Data owner has no control

Scenario 3. Client-Server
Technology

Desktop

Server

Cloud

No control over
process

Control over process

Control over process

No data ownership Data ownership

Data ownership

No security

Security

Security

Little upfront
investment

High upfront
investment

Little upfront
investment

Low maintenance
costs

High maintenance
costs

Low maintenance
costs

Little buyer project Buyer project
Little buyer project
Client-server translation technology dramatimanagement
management
management
cally increases security compared with the preVendor flexibility
Little vendor flexibility Vendor flexibility
vious two scenarios, as everything is edited and
stored locally on the company’s infrastructure.
Figure 2: Translation technology security from a buyer’s point of view.
However, server tools are an unpopular option as
they are extremely expensive to buy and maintain. Security can also be compromised when
rights as they please, and has the power to prohibit downbilingual files need to be exported for translation, for
loads for confidential documents.
example when a translation agency hands over a task to
Translators can work in a web browser, meaning no
its freelancer. At this point, the level of security decreases
data needs to be stored locally. Instead it is stored on the
dramatically and is comparable to that of Scenario 2; the
cloud servers in high security data centers. Customer data
freelance translator will be required to process the file on
can be encrypted, both at rest (when stored on a server)
their PC locally, including the storing of all data into their
and in transit (i.e. when being sent to a user’s browser),
translation memory.
including in highly decentralized scenarios in which
Risks:
translation tasks are outsourced to a translation agency
• Low: data mostly stored and edited on the company’s
that further outsources it to its sub-vendors. Cloud-based
infrastructure
translation tools utilize an entirely different approach
• Security could be compromised if bilingual files are
and provide some of the most effective security currently
exported
to be found in the translation industry.

Scenario 4. Cloud-Based
Translation Tools

In short, data owners get full control over their translation
material from start to finish.

Cloud-based tools change the game entirely, as files stay
online and never need to be emailed or stored in an unsecure location. The data owner grants and revokes access

Risks
• Low: client maintains full control throughout translation
process

Memsource is a cloud-based translation platform. It combines online
and offline CAT-tools with a powerful translation management system.
As a language hub it is integrated with CMS on one side and machine
translation engines, and translation over API providers on the other.
More than 70,000 users process over a billion words in Memsource
every month. www.memsource.com
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Multilingual User Generated Content
Expands Your Global Reach
A Welocalize White Paper

A rapidly growing content type used by content marketers
to influence buyers and their global customer experience
is user generated content (UGC). This type of network
generated content gives organizations the opportunity
to promote brands and share product knowledge on a
global scale, reaping significant rewards in terms of brand
awareness and customer loyalty.
Consumers trust and heavily engage with UGC, more than
other media. For certain purchases, consumers will trust the
views of other consumers, rather than content shown in an
advertising campaign.
The facts:
1. 25% of search results for the world’s largest brands are
linked to UGC.
Source: Kissmetrics
2. 84% of millennials report that UGC on company
websites has at least some influence on what they buy.
Source: Bazaarvoice

What is User Generated Content?
User generated content is any form of content or media
such as blogs, wikis, discussion forums, posts, chats, tweets,
podcasts, digital images, video, audio files, advertisements
and other forms created by users online, often made
available via websites or through social media platforms.
Data suggests UGC is often created by someone with an
interest in the brand, product or service who is often unpaid
for their shared content. Whatever you choose to call it

(network generated, online content or social media), the role
of UGC in global content strategies is on the rise.
Social media has provided the perfect media channel
for users to discuss products and services in the moment.
When used correctly and shared universally across multiple
languages, social media can be the most powerful marketing
tool for reaching audiences all over the world.

Change in Buying Habits
Business-to-business (B2B) buyers typically make what
are known as considered purchases. They don’t make quick
decisions and they tend to conduct online research,
investigate and deliberate based on information shared across
multiple digital platforms. People tend to trust a community
above a brand’s sales and marketing pitch. In other words,
UGC has financial consequences.
Because businesses don’t have control of UGC, it is
important to listen to what is being said about their brand,
products and services in EVERY language. You can lose
a market quickly with a poorly translated video or digital
experience that disparages the company.
One of the main reasons B2B and B2C buyers are
becoming more social is that they want to know what
others are buying, how they feel and they also want to
share their brand experiences. One way to take control of
influential content is by using languages to reach target and emerging markets. Translation, localization and
cultural adaptation of UGC empowers market expansion,
revenue and brand loyalty. Said once, it can be shared
more broadly thus increasing the value of the content.
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Why Translate and Localize UGC?
Social Media Listening
Do you monitor what other people are saying about your
company and products online? Social media listening is a key
tool for global marketing and product development. Good
reviews of a product or brand are a huge benefit and asset.
Allowing other potential consumers in wider international
markets to see the excellent reviews written by other consumers will reinforce a brand’s association with positive feeling.
When reviews and opinions are good, this increases brand
equity and ultimately drives sales. The same applies for
negative reviews with the opposite impact. If someone is
saying something bad about your product or service, then
you want to know about it before you lose business. There are
many examples of companies that have launched localized
products and local markets and then realized consumers
responded negatively to certain features, discussing this
at length in public forums. If you aren’t listening in those
languages, the results can be devastating. Knowing what is
being said in those target languages allows product teams to
address glitches and communicate improvements quickly.

Expand Global Reach
If UGC is available in multiple languages, it means people
all over the world can read it and engage. UGC is a very simple
and cost-effective way to project brands to a wider audience,
targeting emerging markets, yet is limited to the source language if you don’t translate it. Good localization and cultural
adaptation of UGC enables more consumers to interact with
each other in local markets, creating an exponential effect of
more positive publicity in new, target markets. Having a global
online community creates the best type of publicity. Never
underestimate the power of consumers interacting together!

Methods to Culturally Adapt and
Localize User Generated Content
There are a number of localization approaches that can
be applied to take full advantage of UGC. It must take into
consideration the volume of content, production speed of
content and intended use of UGC as a marketing asset. For
UGC, language automation technology is best suited to
process high volumes of content that require translation to
expected and appropriate levels of quality.

There are four methods to consider for UGC localization.
Copywriting and Cultural Adaptation: There are
various forms of UGC developed by and for brands. This
type of content is often created or posted in English or a
single language source. Not all content created “relates”
to a local target audience when translated. This type of
content requires adaptation, or what we refer to as
transcreation. One option is to use native speakers to
write new content. Another is to utilize a multilingual
marketing services provider like Adapt Worldwide
to adapt the content to ensure it meets the brand and
customer experience for the target audience.
Human Translation: Using professionally trained
translators and linguists to translate UGC can be expensive. Human translation is best utilized for high impact
UGC, such as comments on a CEO communication or high
profile product reviews. Consider the potential impact of
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and understand industry terminology
and typical jargon. UGC such as social
media can often contain many spelling
and grammatical errors and programs
can be put in place to “fix” source content,
prior to MT. This increases the overall
quality of the MT output.
MT with Post-editing: UGC such
as product and customer reviews can
be post-edited once it has gone through
an MT engine. Post-editors add great
value, processing more MT output
compared with pure human translation at
a lower cost. Post-editing can range from a
simple plausibility check to prevent
serious or offensive misrepresentation
through to full post-edit to bring the
content up to human translation quality
levels. Post-editors do not have to be
fully qualified translators or linguistic
copywriters. They can be native speakers with good knowledge and interest of
the industry and product range.
publishing poor quality content about your brand when
sourcing your translation options.
Raw Machine Translation (MT): Using trained MT
engines to provide raw translated output is suitable for
massive volumes of UGC. It can be published automatically
providing the MT output meets the minimum scoring,
based on a defined system. As long as the “gist” is accurate
and not offensive, then companies that produce massive
amounts of UGC can benefit from using ongoing
MT engines. They can be customized to recognize

Welocalize User Generated Solutions
Global brands trust Welocalize for managing multilingual
user generated content and digital marketing initiatives.
Our experts collaborate with global brands to identify
the best approach and methods to generate, translate
and localize UGC. Welocalize offers a range of solutions,
working closely with Welocalize’s specialists, language
automation tools and Adapt Worldwide, a Welocalize
Multilingual Digital Marketing Agency, to support global
marketing initiatives and UGC programs.

Welocalize, Inc., (www.welocalize.com) founded in 1997,
offers innovative translation and localization solutions
helping global brands to grow and reach audiences around
the world in more than 175 languages. Our solutions include
global localization management, translation, supply chain
management, people sourcing, language services and
automation tools including MT, testing and staffing solutions and enterprise translation management
technologies. With over 1,000 employees worldwide, Welocalize maintains offices in the United States,
United Kingdom, Germany, Spain, Ireland, Italy, Romania, Poland, Hungary, Japan and China.
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Continuous delivery
for emerging markets

Dave Ruane
Dave Ruane is currently enterprise business development director at Xplanation and works
extensively with continuous delivery workflows, disintermediation and simplifying translation.

Global continuous delivery of content for
emerging markets requires a different mindset to
get results in real time. GetYourGuide (GYG) is a
young travel tech company with a startup attitude,
even after seven years in business. All content is in
the cloud, accessible globally through mobile and
web platforms, and is updated regularly. It is a pure
play continuous delivery organization and firmly
sits in the innovators’ group if you look at how it
deals with continuous delivery of global content.
When thinking about emerging markets and continuous
delivery, it may not always be possible to apply the datadriven, almost live, continuous delivery approach as does
the innovator company GYG. However, anyone who follows
the technology adoption life cycle will know that eventually
what innovators do, we all will. In the fast-changing world

of continuous delivery, it may just be a decent barometer to
start measuring against.
Anne-Cécile Tomlinson leads the global content operations department at GYG. She has experience in translation
and localization both at linguistic and management levels.
Her main focus areas are localization strategy, process optimization and business efficiency. I caught up with Tomlinson
at GYG to dig into how they provide continuous delivery for
emerging markets.
Ruane: At GYG you are in the business of providing
live content, and live purchasing for tours and attractions
around the world. People are inspired to buy tours by how
attractive your content is. On what basis does your organization decide to go into emerging markets?
Tomlinson: Customer demand. We have analytics
that we track; for example, where our customers come
from, which language they are viewing our site in, which
device they use and what they book via our website. Our
December 2016
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customers visit our website to gather
information — our pages display
lots of valuable travel destination
information — and of course to buy
products. When we see certain levels
of trends from a region, we review
this at board and C-level and then
determine a plan of action. We run
such analyses regularly.
For example, when we localized
into a Nordic country, we got a great
response even though the English
proficiency index for that market is
extremely high, and this is not a common choice of translation priority for
many companies.
Ruane: Sounds a little counterintuitive. Many companies tend to use
market research and English proficiency to make informed decisions
about new market entry, thinking on a
soft entry to a market or a way to manage costs by not translating. What you
are saying about this Nordic country
seems to go against the grain.
Tomlinson: Exactly. I would intuitively never have prioritized a Nordic
country on my own. Sometimes you
have to do the unexpected to stay relevant and differentiate. In particular
when you are in a fast-changing and
very competitive industry such as
travel tech.
Ruane: Do you apply the same “do
the unexpected” mantra to your global
continuous delivery approaches?
Tomlinson: I would formulate it
differently — I do what I have to do
in order to achieve the business goals
that we have. This includes disruption
and unexpected actions. This is not
just true for localization decisions,
and many other young companies
have the same spirit.
Ruane: So it’s a “shake off the
shackles” approach?
Tomlinson: Right. You have freedom to make and break processes
and decisions as it makes sense in the
effort to get content to market ASAP.
As long as the content fits some basic
company constraints, of course.
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Anne-Cécile Tomlinson

Ruane: What is the decisionmaking process when you’re deciding
what products and content to localize for emerging markets?
Tomlinson: The decision is datadriven; it is not about intuition or
vision. In more detail, we assess the
business value of products for markets. We conduct live tests and we
gather data to measure the expected
impact. This enables us to prioritize
the right content at the right time in
the right market. It also means we allocate and scale our linguistic resources
according to business needs.
Ruane: So you almost have a control
room type view of the data, which you
can react to and make decisions on.
How important is this live business
intelligence to be successful with continuous delivery for emerging markets?
Tomlinson: For us, business intelligence is crucial and enables us to
make sound and rational business
decisions. Again, we follow what data
shows us. We don’t guess. We test, we
prove and we implement.
Ruane: How does your continuous
delivery program look?
Tomlinson: We ship content as
soon as it is ready. We do not wait for
an entire project to be ready to start
localizing. We also don’t wait for all
languages to be ready to publish. It is
a continuous flow. It means we need
solid process and project management
in place, as well as strong resource
management in order to adapt quickly
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to alternative plans. Since we work in
an agile environment, it means that
we can’t always prepare all the work
a long time in advance. Agile means
flexibility and rapid changes of scope
depending on the advances on the
developer side. It doesn’t mean improvised and not thought through.
On the coordination and management side, there is a lot of juggling
and adaptability in order to provide
the translators an experience that is
as smooth as possible.
On the global content delivery
front, we ship every piece of work
produced as soon as it is ready, on a
language level. It means immediate
release for most of the projects.
Ruane: Is this not semiorganized
chaos? How does this work, practically speaking?
Tomlinson: We act fast. What
we consider chaotic inside the team,
people from the outside may consider
as control and flexibility. For example,
imagine that a customer buys a tour on
their phone with our app in the early
afternoon, two hours before the start
of the visit, because it is close to where
they are at the moment of the booking. Now, let’s imagine that the same
morning, the tour guide changed the
meeting point because of construction
work at the usual meeting point. If we
can’t have it ready in the customer’s
language before they book it, they will
go to the wrong location and not have a
good experience. Continuous delivery
for us means releasing content before
it affects a customer.
Ruane: Do you have to make corrective language related decisions on
published content regularly?
Tomlinson: Yes, all the time.
Accuracy is a top priority. If we
display erroneous content, we lose
customers and money.
Ruane: Once you have decided
based on your review of analytics that
a new market looks attractive, how
fast could you decide to go into an
emerging market?

Focus
Tomlinson: There is no fixed rule
and it mostly depends on the return
on our investment. Once the decision
has been taken on a company level,
we can have the new language online
quickly. For example, we recently
worked on a project where we translated over one million words in less
than three weeks. That is the new
standard if you like, no fixed rule.
Ruane: Do you have different
approaches you take depending on
content usage?
Tomlinson: Depending on the
purpose and placement of the text,
we give different levels of care.
Most of the volume of translation
comes from the inventory, where fast
delivery is a key driver. We have other
projects, like marketing translations
or transcreations that follow a more
conservative flow, since for such projects, quality is paramount. We can
make on-the-fly modifications to an
online page, but we can’t do this to an
email or newsletter sent to a customer.
In some cases, notifications have
to be published and translation can
be done retrospectively in order to
have content out there. During the
Paris attacks last year, for example,
we had to put up a banner in a very
short time to alert our customers
about the situation and send global
cancellation notifications in many
languages. Our customers expect
us to be proactive on these things.
They rightfully demand to have the
information they need at the time
they need it, which usually means
instantly. We had to put some banners in English in order to have the
information out. We replaced the
English with the translated version as
soon as it became available.
Ruane: So priority is on getting
valuable content out and then adapting it within a cycle or two?
Tomlinson: Yes, in the sense that
we prioritize the production of content according to needs. Our cycletimes can be very short (sometimes

close to real-time). We also prioritize
languages; some emerging markets
are more strategic than others, we
invest where we know we will see a
return on investment. On this topic,
one of my own personal concepts is
“Invest, don’t waste.” I won’t spend
resources on translation, post-editing
or review for a page that will not get
more conversions with higher care.
Ruane: When planning your continuous delivery products for both
emerging and more mature markets,
do you apply consistent processes
across regions or is it customized or
enhanced market to market?
Tomlinson: Our business is not
centered at all on the words, but
on delivering amazing experiences
to our customers. Therefore, our
processes are highly adaptable and
customized depending on the type
of content — again, depending on
the purpose of the content. The processes are similar between languages.
Ruane: Are there additional considerations you take when defining
the process for a first time emerging
market?

Tomlinson: Many! Localization
goes way beyond words as mentioned
earlier. Depending on the language
and market, there might be a lot of
technical or design work involved:
how do you deal with URLs with nonLatin alphabets, how about the fonts
or the text orientation, which search
engines should we work with for marketing purposes… All of these topics
require technical expertise as well as
time to be implemented and to reach
full efficiency.
As Johannes Reck, CEO of GYG,
has said “I believe in data. People
want great experiences that will be
delivered within the first three taps on
a device. The key to moving into new
markets is having people with the
ability to execute on strategy – it is all
about discipline. Entering a new marketplace is like operating an army.”
Ruane: As head of content at GYG
with ownership for translation, localization seems well integrated across
your content processes. How is this
achieved?
Tomlinson: Our team is fully integrated in the business side of things.
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The goal of the localization team is to
allow our customers to buy products
in different languages that will allow
them to have a great experience, rather
than reach a predefined pass-rate on a
predefined scorecard. Also one advantage I have at GYG is that I control
the entire content production, which
includes not only the translation but
also the source content production.
Ruane: How deep is automation in
your processes?
Tomlinson: We have a custom content management system, built by us for
us. This is our main tool. To prioritize

cesses as mentioned. An advertisement on Google is not the same as an
email template for the confirmation
of a booking. An element of the user
interface is different from the app
store description. We customize the
quality process according to the visibility, intent and lifespan of content.
Ruane: For customer experience
and engagement, how is this managed
with continuous delivery content?
Tomlinson: I believe that continuous delivery improves user experience. It is there to build trust in the
brand. If information is available

Tomlinson: For me the key to
success is strong planning. I always
go for a very lean process: as simple
and straightforward as possible. But
when we find an issue, yes, we react
fast. Time is always ticking so everything is driven by that.
Ruane: What does success look
like for the first 12 months in an
emerging market?
Tomlinson: Success is when customers book tours. It’s that simple!
Success is a business metric: how
many people convert, engage and
come back.

We also asked some other industry professionals for their take on continuous delivery and
global markets:
"Continuous delivery of translation enables you to rapidly test new markets and adjust your
investment to customer requirements and customer feedback." — Lisa McCabe, program director, IBM Globalization.
"Our customers want to see our progress in real time and continuous delivery helps us
demonstrate that." — Nandan Jha, head of International Quality Engineering, Adobe.
"To make continuous delivery real, you need to understand your customers' goals, adapt your
thinking, and adopt their mindset." — Véronique Ozkaya, CSO Xplanation.

and work in symbiosis with the other
agile teams in our company, we use Jira
(scrum and kanban) to plan, execute
and release. In terms of automation of
translation, we still have a long road to
go, which means we have many more
opportunities to grow even more.
Ruane: At a granular level, what is
your take on quality?
Tomlinson: The Facebook motto
“Done is better than perfect” applies.
One of GYG’s mantras is “Speed as a
habit.” Continuous delivery allows us
to fix quickly as well if it's needed. We
don’t always produce perfect content
the first time, but we iterate and learn
from our experiences, which makes us
stronger for the next project.
Having said that, different types of
content require different quality pro-
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in real time, accurately, in your language, then you are seen as a trusted
source of information. Seeing our
customers disengage gives us a signal
that something is off, and then we
investigate why.
For example, we monitor the
metrics on our website regularly. We
launched eight new languages last
year at the same time, and after a
few weeks noticed that one of them
was not taking off like the other languages. We did a third party linguistic
audit and discovered quality issues
on the language level. Within two or
three weeks, the website was updated
and we saw improving performances.
Ruane: So it is an “action – reaction” methodology but in almost real
time because you have live data?
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Ruane: What is next for continuous delivery unopened markets?
Tomlinson: This is a big topic. For
sure, we will see more automation
and high-quality predictions from
data science. The analytics part will
help us determine faster and with
more accuracy the value of emerging markets and to better prioritize
the translations we produce. That is
what pure play continuous delivery is
about. On the automation side, I am
amazed by the potential of machine
learning in machine translation. It
will probably play a big role in the
future as well.
Ruane: Any last words of advice?
Tomlinson: Always go for a very
lean process: as simple and straightforward as possible. [M]
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The calculus of global content

Donald A. DePalma
Donald A. DePalma is the chief strategy
officer and founder of CSA Research.

Translation buyers and suppliers face the challenges of massive content volumes, along with
demands for faster turnaround times and more
target languages, all while dealing with flat budgets. Some look to machine translation (MT) as
the solution. At the same time, mainstream media
like The Wall Street Journal report the criticisms
of linguists and other specialists who decry the
quality of MT. There is some math involved with
handling big-data volumes, which establishes a
clear role for MT in meeting these challenges.
Already huge, the digital universe of content, code and
structured data grows by a mind-blowing amount every
24 hours. According to IBM, each day the world creates
another 2.5 quintillion bytes of data. That daily infusion
will pump the global repository of information from 7.9

zettabytes (7.9 x 1021 bytes) in 2015 to 176 zettabytes by
2025.
To be useful, much of this content requires transformation for different channels (such as web, mobile and print),
conversions for various applications and localization for
multiple markets. Let’s consider just the requirements to
translate data into languages other than English to make
information available to a broader audience. CSA Research’s
annual report about the multilingual capabilities of thousands of websites shows that it takes 14 languages to reach
90% of the world’s most economically active populations.
However, most websites max out with support for just six
languages or locales. Product and document localization at
many companies lag even more.
Why don’t companies translate more? Blame it on that quadruple challenge of volume, time, targets and budget. Whatever the reason, this absence of translation leaves many people
outside looking in — and if they can’t read, our findings on the
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Hypothetical daily outsourced translation volume. Source: CSA Research, 2016.
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even more content, input methods and
delivery modes. Most of this data may
not be translated, but it must still be
delivered in human language.
So what gets translated in this
content-rich, multilingual, ever-moreonline-devices world? Not enough.
Let’s ignore the massive amount of
digital content that already exists.
Instead, let’s focus on daily digital content creation. How much of a given
day’s output might actually be translated if the entire language industry
was working on just that content and
none of the backlog of existing data?
First, calculate the expenditure for
outsourced services in 2015. Translation in various forms — human,
post-edited,
transcreation,
plus
website globalization and text-centric
localization — accounts for $26.4 billion of last year’s $38.1 billion language
market. Next, calculate the daily spend
by word. To do that, divide the size
of the annual market by 365 days to
represent the translation sector at
$72 million per day (see graphic). At a
hypothetical rate of 20 cents per word,
the result is that professional translators process nearly 362 million words
every day. Then, convert that amount
to bytes at the rate of 9.7 characters per
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word, which equates to seven billion
bytes of double-byte characters. Some
languages have fewer characters per
word on average, others have more, so
this is just an average starting point for
the calculation that you can adjust up
or down.
Finally, compare that daily spend
by word with the daily volume
of content creation. When you
divide the 2.5 quintillion bytes by
the amount of language service
provider-produced target-language
content, you find that translation
firms could potentially process just
0.00000000009% of the content created every day. However, it is safe
to assume that much of that data
will never be translated — some
isn’t translatable and some doesn’t
make sense to translate. Even if all
but an infinitesimal percentage of
those daily bytes is thrown out, the

amount of content not outsourced
for translation is far less than 1%.
And as CSA Research’s data shows,
if it’s translated at all, it’s typically
into just a few languages. This translation estimate is source-centric,
doesn’t reflect the many languages
in which this daily output of content
should be accessible and doesn’t at
all address the zettabytes of existing
content.
Of course, there are other variables that could be built into the calculation. For example, there’s always
the option of in-house translation
and the business decision to skip
translation for markets for which
you should translate but don’t. For
example, some translation activity is
conducted by in-house translation
teams, bilingual employees pressed
into service or distributors in foreign
markets. But such work is a drop in

the ocean and doesn’t affect the overall amounts.
What does this hypothetical exercise tell us? The traditional model
for global business is to translate
everything, just in case someone
needs it. That’s a no-win situation
given today’s volumes. The successful approach will be two-pronged:
1) localize in advance the absolutely
essential content for key languages,
and 2) make any content for any
language available on demand. This
just-in-time model means accepting lower quality output in some
cases and embracing MT technologies, but at the same time making
information accessible when people
need it. In the final analysis, MT
will help both buyers and suppliers translate more information for
more markets within real-world
timeframes and budgets. [M]
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Entering Latin America

Jacob Andra
Jacob Andra is senior industry analyst for U.S. Translation Company,
a language services provider with a focus on helping US exporters
localize their offerings for overseas markets.

“We did a pretty thorough analysis,” recounts Carl
Adams. “Everyone was talking about the BRICS back
then. But Mexico came out on top.” A principle at Alta
Ventures, a venture capital firm focused on emerging
markets, Adams is telling the story of his company’s
2008 entry into the Latin American venture capital
scene. “Everyone thinks of murders, cartels, and corruption when they think of Mexico,” Adams says.
“But Mexico, on a macro level, is quite stable.” He
goes on to enumerate some of the factors that made
the country an attractive prospect: low debt, a fairly
solid economy, a huge export market and a robust

STEM educational system. To the last point, Mexico graduates 60% as many engineers as the United
States, despite having only 30% the population.
A 2015 PricewaterhouseCoopers report lists liberal
foreign investment laws, numerous free trade agreements,
low inflation, a mild climate and ongoing privatization of
the public sector as additional qualities that make Mexico
such a draw for industry. For all of these reasons, according to Carl Adams, international companies — particularly
from the United States — use Mexico as a beachhead from
which to engage other Latin American economies. This is
exactly what Alta Ventures did. After launching a couple of
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successful Mexican funds, the company branched into Peru, Argentina,
Brazil, Colombia and Chile. Many
other companies do the same: Home
Depot’s Latin American headquarters are in Mexico, as are those
of a number of other well-known
multinationals.

Latin America is not
homogenous
What works in one country may
totally fail in another. “Many people
make the mistake of seeing Latin
America as a single bloc,” says David
Utrilla. “It’s not. Each country has
radically different dynamics.” Born
and raised in Peru, and now the
Honorary Consul of Peru in Utah as
well as the CEO of U.S. Translation
Company, Utrilla has seen the errors
businesspeople have made trying
to start ventures in Latin America.
“People get excited. Their product
is succeeding in Chile, so they jump
into Brazil, Argentina, Colombia,
assuming it will have the same reception across the continent.” This is
not necessarily true — the quirks of
local markets have to be analyzed
on a granular level. Assumptions are
almost certain to lead to some hard
lessons in reality.
Alta Ventures understood this,
and studied each market on its own
merits. Peru, they realized through
prior research, was not ready for
large-scale venture capital. So, the
company started a number of smaller
programs: micro seed investing, government partnerships, meet-ups and
other strategies appropriate to the
investment climate. In Argentina,
with its more developed economy
and hi-tech workforce, Alta decided
to work through an Argentinian
partner agency. They took a similar
approach in Brazil.
Even though each country is
unique in its business culture and
regulatory environment, four Latin
American nations share a special
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Latin America is composed of 33 countries.

bond: Chile, Peru, Colombia and
the aforementioned Mexico. This
foursome comprises the Pacific Alliance, which confers some significant
commonalities across its members.
According to a March 14, 2015, article
from The Economist, it standardizes
a shared commitment to “free markets, free trade and democracy.” The
Alliance’s liberal ideals distinguish
its member countries from “stateled, protectionist, and in some cases
authoritarian governments” found
elsewhere in Latin America. Each
of the four ranks within the World
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Bank’s top 60 countries for ease of
doing business. In contrast, none
of the member nations of Mercosur
(another Latin American trade bloc
which counts Brazil, Venezuela and
Paraguay among its ranks) appear
in the top 90. The Pacific Alliance
has, since its founding in 2011,
integrated its four constituent stock
markets into the Mercado Integrado
Latinamericano; it has removed visa
restrictions between its countries;
and it has launched joint trade missions to various parts of the world.
Free trade agreements between the

Focus
Alliance and other regions (such
as North America, Asia and other
Latin American countries) have
been signed.
Multinationals should have a
smoother time doing business with
Pacific Alliance countries as a result
of the abovementioned efforts.
According to Jason Marczak, director of the Latin America Economic
Growth Initiative, the Alliance “seeks
to function externally as a unified
commercial entity instead of a mere
agglomeration of countries.” That
is, it tries to give outside companies
a streamlined entry process into
a single economy, a goal that, as
of 2016, remains more theoretical
than actual. Still, industry from the
United States and other regions gains
benefits by trading within the Pacific
Alliance. These countries are eager to
do business with the outside world.
Such enhancements may include tax
benefits, customs benefits and other
incentives.

The value of relationships
“Relationships matter, and especially so in Latin American culture,”
Utrilla says. “It’s sort of built into
the cultural fabric throughout the
region.” This Latin commonality
demands a different pace of business; a pace based less on calendar
and clock time, and more on the
rate at which relationships develop.
As one builds local ties, one should
seek to deepen them into business relationships. You may have
false ideas about what is and is not
viable, but if you’re bringing locals
on board, they’ll set you straight.
This means less trial and error in
the long run. Locals with a stake in
the venture are more likely to tell
you the hard truths that you need
to hear. If, on the other hand, you’re
just asking friends what they think,
they’re more likely to tell you what
you want to hear because they don’t
want to hurt your feelings. Partners,

however, want to succeed above all
else. An invested partner will be
your biggest ally and salesperson;
once they have made the decision
to invest time, money or emotional
energy into your business, they will
be loath to lose face (or funds).
Seeking local buy-in also functions as a litmus test for how practical your venture is in a particular
market. If you find you have people
scrambling to invest and partner
with you, you’ve got a pretty good
signal that your plan is a solid one.
The reverse is also true. If people
won’t touch your business, if you
can’t find anyone interested in being
part of what you’re doing, you probably need to take a serious look at
why they’re responding in that way.

Local buy-in as a strategy
When Alta Ventures launched
their first Mexican growth fund,
they regarded local support as a
test of viability; what is more, they
considered it the most effective sales
strategy they could possibly develop.
Their approach was deceptively
simple. Develop relationships with
the most prominent families, industrial magnates, academics and other
influencers. Get them to be early
investors into the fund. Then, pure
self-interest — after all, these highprofile citizens want their investment
to grow — drives these investors to
tap their networks. It worked for
Alta Ventures. Phenomenally well,
in fact.
“We got 30 of Mexico’s top
families to invest,” Adams says —
influential families not tainted by
cartel connections. “We did a lot of
background research on potential
investors. One of our criteria was
that they were not tied to drug
money and organized crime.” Out
of the firm’s investigations, these 30
families were prequalified by lack of
cartel besmirchment and by their
prominence.
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One such family was behind Mexico’s premier institution of higher
education: Instituto Tecnológico y de
Estudios Superiores de Monterrey.
Tec de Monterrey, as it is commonly
known, is revered as the MIT of the
Latin American world. Its chairman
had his fingers in a number of other
ventures, including a controlling
stake in a large bottling plant. The
Tec de Monterrey chairman and his
family and friends proved to be the
catalyst that launched Alta Ventures.
From their enthusiastic promotion of
Alta’s fund, other prominent investors began seeking them out and
making introductions. The CEO of
SENEX, a global cement conglomerate, invested early, as did executives
from GRUMA, the world’s largest
producer of corn products. All in
all, Alta Ventures raised $75 million

for their spearhead fund. They went
on to start additional funds, and, as
noted, to branch into other parts of
Latin America.
As Alta Ventures probed into
Peru, Argentina and various other
Latin American countries, they
used the same relationship-based
strategy. In Peru, for example, they
enlisted a well-connected politician
who had drafted the legislation that
had allowed pension funds to invest
in the private equity class. “Previously,” explains Adams, “Peruvian
pension funds could only invest into
public securities.” After said legislation, pension funds were free to
invest in any security that a regular
person could. Obviously, Alta had
allied themselves with a person passionate about capital investment.
Through him, they connected with a
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number of other people who helped
them launch their seed programs.

Making it personal
Most readers will be in industries
other than venture capital. So, how
can they translate the Alta Ventures
approach to their own internationalization projects? The recipe is the
same: get community buy-in, which
can take different forms. For example, a machinery exporter might seek
to set up family-owned dealerships
(the Caterpillar model) with incentives to foster a long-term growth
commitment. A software firm, opening an office in Lima, might offer
local business leaders a chance for
investiture in return for their serving
as an advisory board and opening
contacts within the community. A
mining company might demonstrate
its commitment to environmentally
sound practices by allowing stakeholders to tour facilities; it could also
fund educational programs that promote responsible mining as a career
path option in local schools.
Community buy-in, then, can
involve direct cash infusions (the
Alta Ventures approach), the
enhancement of an enterprise’s
social capital or in any number of
other ways. Ultimately, though, a
multinational will need the support
of the community in which it sets up
shop. Locals, or at least some locals,
will need to feel that they benefit
from this foreign presence; that it
brings opportunities that previously
did not exist for them.
Relationship-building is the most
effective pathway to success in Latin
America. That and understanding the
intricacies (cultural, economic, political, geographic) of each region and
microregion that you are attempting
to enter. Apply both — strong community relationships combined with
solid research and analysis — and
your chances of success are greatly
increased. [M]
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India vs Latin America
Similarities and differences

Jacob Stempniewicz
Jacob Stempniewicz is vice president of marketing at localization
provider Andovar. He speaks four languages and has lived in Asia for
over a decade.

India and Latin America are examples of
emerging markets of increasing importance for
localization. Both have huge territories (Latin
America is 20 million square kilometers, and
India covers 3.2 million square kilometers) and
populations (Latin America with 600 million,
India with nearly 1.3 billion) and share similarities in history and economic conditions.
Hence, it could make sense to throw them both
into the same “emerging markets” category for
localization.
Both regions have long histories and cultures spanning millennia. In fact, some of the so-called “cradles
of civilization” — areas where human cultures arose

independently — are located there: Indus Valley on the
Indian subcontinent, Norte Chico and Mesoamerica in
Latin America.
However, their more recent histories have been marked
by colonization by Western powers. In the case of Latin
America, this began with Christopher Columbus’ arrival in
1492 and continued until the second half of the 20th century
when the last territories gained independence. The Indian
subcontinent was ruled by the British Crown from 1858 until
the 1947 independence and breakup into India and Pakistan.
The experience left an indelible mark in both cases. However, the much longer period of colonial rule and harsher
treatment of the locals meant that Latin America was affected
more severely. The 1494 Treaty of Tordesillas divided the
New World between the Spanish and the Portuguese, who
December 2016
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rapidly conquered vast territories. The
two empires were soon joined by other
European nations, especially England,
France and the Netherlands, followed
by mass importation of African slaves.
The era is known as the Columbian
Exchange, a widespread exchange of
animals, plants, culture, human popuA comparison of key economic indicators between Latin America and India. All shows the same trend: up.
Source: http://data.worldbank.org.
Latin America includes: Antigua and
Barbuda, Argentina, Aruba, Bahamas, The Barbados, Belize, Bolivia,
Brazil, British Virgin Islands, Cayman
Islands, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica,
Cuba, Curacao, Dominica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador,
Grenada, Guatemala, Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru,
Puerto Rico, Sint Maarten (Dutch
part), St. Kitts and Nevis, St. Lucia,
St. Martin (French part), St. Vincent
and the Grenadines, Suriname, Trinidad and Tobago, Turks and Caicos
Islands, Uruguay, Venezuela RB, Virgin Islands US.

lations, communicable disease and
ideas between the American and AfroEurasian hemispheres, which changed
Latin America (and Europe) forever.
In the case of India, the British Raj
("rule" in Hindustani) was comparatively not as harsh. Local Indian rulers
of the so-called “Princely States” were
given significant autonomy, and during
the period British India was a founding
member of the League of Nations, of
the United Nations and even participated in the Olympic Games. Historians may continue to argue whether the

long-term impact of British rule was
beneficial or detrimental to the economic development of India, but it’s
clear that it was not as exploitative and
destructive as the plantation colonialism in most of Latin America.
Since independence the fortunes
of both India and Latin America have
been different. For many years, Latin
America seemed to be permanently
stuck halfway down the road to economic development, going through
periods of brutal military dictatorships,
crippling inflation, foreign debt crises

Latin America and Caribbean

GDP per capita, in current US dollars.

India

Latin America and Caribbean

Imports of goods and services.
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Languages

Latin America and Caribbean

Export of goods and services.

and spiraling violence, including narcoguerrilla groups. Intimidation of the
local and international business and
political communities was common.
Only in recent years is there a sense of
some stabilization and peace, for example with the successful disarmament of
the paramilitary groups in Colombia.
As for India, after the bloody separation of Pakistan in 1947, the country
has managed to stay relatively stable.
It has remained a democracy with

India

civil liberties, an active legislature and
largely independent media. Economic
liberalization has created a large
urban middle class, and transformed
India into one of the world's fastestgrowing economies with significant
geopolitical clout. Yet, it is also shaped
by seemingly unyielding poverty,
religious and caste-related violence,
separationist movements in the north
of the country and recurring tensions
with neighbors China and Pakistan.

Due to the long period of colonization and suppression of local cultures
by the colonizers, Latin America
emerged as a collection of independent states that are nowadays relatively
homogenous linguistically. Portuguese
enjoys a dominant position in Brazil
and Spanish is used nearly everywhere else. The remainder are smaller
nations or territories that speak creole
variants of English, French or Dutch.
The native languages of the Americas
went into rapid decline throughout the
colonial times, with few surviving to
the present day. The only exception is
the Guaraní language, widely spoken
and recognized in Paraguay.
Despite decolonization, race and
skin color correlate very strongly with
social and economic status in Latin
America. The rich and powerful strata
are dominated by whites, while the
poorest strata is made up primarily
of indigenous peoples and blacks.
Similarly, languages are a status
symbol, and even the major minority
languages like Aymara and Quechua
linger on the fringes with very little
official support or presence in the
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media. New generations usually don’t
see them as useful and their decline
continues.
At the same time, there are no
technical challenges when it comes to
localization in the top languages used
in Latin America. They are all written using Latin alphabet, and benefit
from established solutions created for
their European equivalents.
In India, the multitude of indigenous tongues did not get decimated
as severely during the British rule.
Although English replaced Persian
as the official language in 1837 and
became the language of the intellectual elite, native languages continued
undisturbed.
After gaining independence in
1947, the leaders of the new nation
recognized an opportunity to unite
the many regions of India with a
common language. Gandhi tirelessly supported Hindustani, which
is a compromise between Hindi
and Urdu. English was unacceptable
despite its prominence, as the language of an ousted colonial power.
Hindi claimed the greatest number
of speakers and was closely related
to several other widely-spoken lan-

guages. In the end, the Indian constitution of 1950 declared it to be the
official language of the Union, which
led to violent protests especially
in the south by those who felt that
Hindi was being imposed on them.
Nowadays, the basis for official
languages in India remains in the
constitution along with various
amendments, especially the Eighth
Schedule, which lists 22 official languages, including Hindi, Urdu, Tami,
and many others. Each of India’s 29
states and seven union territories was
able to choose a language to be used in
formal proceedings there.
The result is a nation where dozens
of languages are spoken on a daily
basis. Although for a long time Western companies considered English
as good enough to reach the affluent
Indian customer, more recently there’s
a growing recognition that Hindi and
other local languages should receive
serious consideration. Along with this
demand, solutions for script encoding,
typing and web publishing are quickly
being developed.
While India is one country with
many languages written in many distinct scripts, Latin America is many

countries where only two languages
are largely sufficient: Spanish and Portuguese. Although there are linguistic
differences compared to the Spanish
and Portuguese spoken in Europe, and
also differences between countries
within Latin America, the localization
challenges and complexity cannot be
compared to those of India.

Emerging market localization
Does it then make sense to include
both locales in a special category as
“emerging markets” from the point of
view of localization? My answer is a
qualified yes.
Both are emerging markets from
the economic point of view, as we can
clearly see from GDP and more. Interest
in localization increases along with the
size of economies and spending power,
and for many companies — both buyers of language services and language
service providers — this means they
will be attempting to localize for new
countries and cultures for the first time.
That requires more care and attention
than established languages to avoid
blunders. If using a special category
helps to make this point, that’s a good
enough reason to do so. [M]
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Localization for the next
generation of emerging markets

Louise Irwin
Louise Irwin is a marketing manager at KantanMT.
She is responsible for managing KantanMT’s marketing
activities, including the company’s academic partnership program.

When we think of emerging markets, we often

think of Brazil, India, Russia, China and now South
Africa (BRICS). But as these countries’ development
plateaus and they move closer to what we understand as developed nations, what are the next generation of emerging markets for companies that
have already conquered the BRICS nations?
There are many contenders for fast-growing emerging
markets that rank as high as — if not higher than — some

BRICS nations. Forbes has a comprehensive list that includes
Bangladesh, Myanmar, Philippines, Vietnam, Indonesia and
Ethiopia. Research company Euromonitor International
adds Nigeria to the mix when considering the growth of
middle class consumers.
Personally, I have a few favorites worth watching. Let’s
start with Indonesia, ranked 37th on the Global Competitive Index produced by the World Economic Forum
in collaboration with Columbia University. Its purchasing
power-adjusted gross domestic product (GDP) is the eighth
highest in the world, right behind Brazil and Russia, and
December 2016
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Bangladesh
Overall
Basic Requirements
Efficiency enhancers
Innovation and
sophistication factors

COUNTRY
Bangladesh
RANK
107

Score
3.76
3.93
3.58
3.04

Rank/140
107th
109th
105th
123rd

Bangladesh as seen on the interactive
Global Competitive Index map.

its quarter billion population makes
it the fourth largest economy on the
planet. Not to mention, its growing
number of middle class households is
expected to reach 20 million by 2030,
making it a very lucrative market of
consumers.
Bangladesh is another hot market,
with a population of 170 million and
a workforce of approximately 80
million. The International Monetary
Fund expects Bangladesh to soon surpass Ireland, Chile and Finland with
a 7% growth rate. It has a purchasing
power on par with South Africa, and
it will likely become one of the world’s
30 largest economies within the next
decade.
Then look at the Philippines, with a
population of 100 million. It ranks 47
in the Global Competitive Index. The
increase in the county’s purchasing
power translates into more discretionary spending on education, medical and leisure goods and services.
Similar to the early days of entering BRICS, there is one major barrier that ties this next generation of
emerging markets together, and that
is language. Of course language still
presents a challenge with BRICS, but
international companies are making
waves by ramping up their translation practices and localization is now
more manageable thanks to the dis-
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semination of both bilingual data and
translation companies.
Earlier this year, automated
translation vendors received a boost
when the United Nations released
its official Parallel Corpus of 800,000
documents in Arabic, English, Spanish, French, Russian and Chinese.
The bilingual training data of slightly
over 1.7 million aligned pairs adds
a considerable step-up to the bilingual data already available in these
languages.
However, if companies want to
take the regional approach in the next
generation of emerging markets, they
will have their work cut out for them
in translation and localization issues
alone. Of the 120-175 languages used
in the Philippines, two are listed as
official, and 19 more as regional.
Taking a true “be local” marketing
perspective would mean localizing
content into not only the two official
languages, but at a bare minimum the
19 additional regional languages.
For Bangladesh and Indonesia, the
language challenge for initial market
entry is somewhat less daunting. In
Bangladesh, 98% of the population
is fluent in Bengali, and even though
more than 700 languages are spoken
in Indonesia, only one language,
Indonesian or Bahasa as it is known,
is universally recognized.
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Leaving language aside for the
moment, let’s take a look at what
companies should be considering
when making a decision to enter an
emerging market.

Challenges vs gains
The decision to enter a new market
should not be taken lightly. It can be
costly if it goes wrong, and the new
market’s stage of maturity will have
differing acceptance levels depending
on their development. For example,
fast-moving consumer goods usually
have a higher acceptance rate in economies that are only starting to develop.
Whereas business-to-business or
educational applications tend to follow
as soft infrastructure increases. Therefore, success in entering a new market
requires an innovative entry strategy
that aligns with both the local buying
preferences and institutional policies.
When identifying a new market to
enter, what are the criteria that should
be met before taking the plunge?
Typically, it comes down to sales, and
whether the company will sell enough
to warrant the entry investment. Companies planning to establish themselves in an emerging market can get
started easily with a country portfolio
analysis and political risk assessment.
Two indicators that are frequently
used to measure the market’s potential

Focus
are the size of the new market and
its capacity for growth. Calculating
this comes from a combination of the
emerging country’s GDP, per capita
income growth rate, population analysis, exchange rate and its purchasing
power parity. Of course, if the investment for a company is too high to earn
a profitable return in sales at this point,
then the shrewd decision might be to
steer clear.
However, looking past the new
market’s potential for sales, in cases
where an emerging market might look
like a winner on paper, it might not
have the right infrastructure to actually be one. Therefore, it is essential to
include the market’s soft infrastructure in your assessment. Since the soft
infrastructure includes evaluating the
market’s institutions, it’s possible to
establish whether the local government is stable enough, whether the
legal system has the power to enforce
any legal implications that may arise
when doing business with local partners and resellers. It will also help
identify if the local financial market is
reliable and whether there is a good
education system that will facilitate
the growth of local consumers.
What can you gain from entering
a new market? Increased profits is
usually top of the list. Access to a new
slew of customers that will buy your
product or service is usually the number one reason for entering a new
market. Not only will going global
give access to new customers, it helps
companies mitigate risks and avoid
putting all their eggs in one basket.
A good example of tapping into
new markets comes from the tobacco
company Philip Morris International.
The company spent $5.2 billion to
purchase the Indonesian cigarette
maker Sampoerna. Changing attitudes toward smoking in the United
States was causing a drop in tobacco
sales and the company needed to find
a new, profitable market. Indonesia
has the fifth-largest population of

smokers in the world, and by buying
a local cigarette maker, Philip Morris
was able to piggy-back on Sampoerna’s
brand and appeal to the Indonesian
buying preferences of buying local.
Reduced costs is another benefit.
The great thing about international
expansion to emerging markets is
the demand for more raw materials, whether it’s human resources or
manufacturing materials. Companies
selling more are able to reduce their
production costs and negotiate better
bulk discounts with their suppliers. For example, earlier this year,
in a merger between Paddy Power
and Betfair, many duplicated operations were cut and in some cases
transferred to areas in Europe where
resources were more competitive.
Global brand strength should not
be discounted either. One of those fre-

quently heard statements about Coke
being the most recognized word in
the world after OK proves that global
domination by a brand is possible.
However, you need to decide whether
your brand is adapted to be successful
in a new market. Every brand wants
to be strong enough to enter a new
market without much adaptation,
but from our experience some new
markets can be tough for an outside
brand to become established in.
Going back to the example of
Indonesia, when it comes to brands,
Indonesians attach more importance
to brands than many other Asian
countries. In a survey by McKinsey
& Company, 47% of Indonesians
considered “well-known brands to be
of better quality,” but they also prefer
to buy local. Therefore, partnerships
with local resellers tend to work best.
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Paradoxically, they are often less
aware of brand ownership, which is
why Nestlé’s Kit Kat is considered
a local brand by many. But with
each new market entry, your brand
gets a little stronger. When Nokia
entered India, it took a very proactive
approach toward localization, and as
a result it is considered to be a very
strong, high-quality brand in that
market.

Localization in
emerging markets
We know that successful global
companies should invest in the localization of their content, including
websites, customer support and product information when entering new
markets. A survey by Common Sense
Advisory shows that 63% of global
brands offer multilingual services as a
means to grow their business and stay
ahead of competitors.
Localization in an emerging market
requires a carefully mapped out globalization strategy by senior management
that includes collaboration with all
stakeholders involved in the new market entry process. Since emerging markets tend to have less market research
and language resources available, it’s
important to have locals on the ground
that can test the localized content for
cultural sensitivities. In many cases, a
strong local partner network will help
overcome ethnocentric issues, while
also providing customers with the local
brand credibility they prefer.
It is good practice to have local
market knowledge, not only of the
local languages spoken, social demographics or purchasing power, but
also to have a clear grasp of cultural
idiosyncrasies for each buyer type and
how they make purchase decisions.
When it comes to markets with hundreds of different languages like Indonesia, always question whether you
are choosing the right languages for
your customers, or alienating them to
cut localization costs? By understand-
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ing this, you will have a better awareness of what those consumers need to
extract from your content in order to
make a purchase decision and to have
a good experience with your brand.
This in turn should influence what
you plan to localize for the new market
— text translation, images, video. For
example, in Thailand, images and video
play a bigger role in influencing online
shoppers than, say, text. So it might be
a poor investment to translate the same
product information that you would
ordinarily find on Western websites.
Extensive market research, your
budget and entry strategy will play a
substantial part in your localization
plan. Start with languages that will
provide the biggest wins and work
from there. The decision on whether
to translate, transcreate or a mix of
both comes down to your localization plan and whether your audience
needs to read all your content. You
should know how they make decisions and the type of content they
consume when engaging with your
brand. Based on this and on feedback
from your local partners, you can take
an objective look at whether it is more
effective to translate existing content,
undertake a complete rewrite or a
combination of both.
In summary, as we move to the next
generation of emerging markets the
greatest challenge will be generating
the bilingual resources that will help
generate those automation efficiencies
currently seen in more mature markets.
This will be achieved by companies
working closely with in-market partners to create high-quality bilingual and
monolingual data. It will also be partially dependent on the development of
the market’s soft infrastructure, as the
latter develops, then more multilingual
content will be required particularly
for governmental, financial and educational purposes. As more companies
make the move to enter emerging markets, the potential demand for language
services will also increase. [M]
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Iran as an
emerging market

Yasin Steiert

I

ran remains one of the few economic pariahs that has managed to weather the pressure of international economic sanctions
and remain robust enough to witness a financially liberal future
without the cost of war or internal market collapse. A consumer
base of 76 million has been made more easily accessible to European firms and is slightly more exposed to US investment, albeit
with a few hurdles.
With the majority of Farsi speakers suddenly able to influence the global bazaar,
companies are itching to cater to their needs and carve out space from the competition. This all translates to a blooming of the language services that are to be
required across the spectrums of advertisement, consumer research and patent
acquisition for primarily external corporations plotting an entrance into Iran. The
market will need to fulfill demand that will grow as quickly as it will be filled. In such
a market, foresight and information on who the key players are will matter, since
only then can a language service provider (LSP) allocate its resources properly. The
Iranian market holds a few key lessons for LSPs; first, the Joint Comprehensive
Plan of Action (JCPOA) must be understood; the European relationship must be
uncovered and tapped into; and efforts to mobilize for localization in the Iranian
market must be revised.

Yasin Steiert is a project
assistant at Afaf Translations.
He speaks fluent Arabic and
English. He is majoring in
international relations at the
American University of Sharjah
in the United Arab Emirates.

Afaf Steiert

Afaf Steiert is president and
founder of Afaf Translations,
works as a conference Arabic
interpreter and oversees all
medical translation services
at Afaf Translations.
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Figure 1: The distribution of Iranic languages. Copyright M. Izady 2013.

The repeal of sanctions came in the
wake of the JCPOA, an international
agreement between Iran and various
other countries that is more colloquially known as the Iran nuclear deal.
However, the manner in which sanctions have been repealed varies greatly
from region to region. For Iran, the
thaw of US relations has not translated into a benefit of the same scale
as some other countries. Interested
companies in the European Union
and Asia Pacific are the primary
beneficiaries since the JCPOA was
implemented in January 2016. This all
comes down to the sanction system
that exists within the United States. US
secondary sanctions dissolved, mean-
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ing sanctions that were more closely
affiliated with the nuclear program.
US sanctions in regard to the funding
of groups that the State Department
considers terroristic and nefarious
regional activity still remain in place,
however. This doesn't prevent a US
national from doing business within
the Islamic Republic of Iran through
a non-US owned entity, but it hinders
the extent to which the market can be
tapped. Financial institutions cannot
route most transactions that originate
from Iran through the United States,
so the currency favored for transactions remains limited to the euro. This
is already an alleviation, but it is not a
commonality worthy to generating a
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flow of capital that would trickle into
the LSP industry from the American
market. Costs of transactions and
the uncertainty maintains a bearish
market. The environment for potential in increased LSP demand remains
cornered upon the European market
for now.
Most sanctions within the EU
against Iran have fallen away, and this
includes the levels of scrutiny that
exist within the US financial sector.
This liquidity in capital naturally
guarantees confidence in business.
Nations such as France, Italy, Belgium
and Germany have been quick to meet
with Iranian leadership in order to
reestablish relations and forge mega

Focus
purchases involving each nation's
upper echelon corporations. Iran Air
has regained access to provide flights
into the EU and Peugeot, Airbus, and
Italian steel firm Danieli each have
signed contracts granting access to
projects and products required by
the market. This newfound ease of
business has also transpired into
the international community, with
UN sanctions being lifted as well,
granting access for those nations
allied with the United States within
the Pacific and incentivizing Iranian
partnerships that extend beyond
pariah nations such as Syria and
North Korea. Since January, Iran has
been active with the governments and
businesses in China, India, Pakistan,
South Korea, Ukraine and the Scandinavian region. These relationships
currently convert into billions of dollars' worth of business that remain to
be generated in an economy that is
well educated, robust and young. All
of this translates to a simple message
to LSPs: Iran is an emerging market,
but competition is staggered and
centralized around large corporate
contracts for the time being.
Since the Iranian market is garnering interest from businesses that
can afford the risk of entrance, the
business development strategy for
LSPs remains fundamental and basic:
directly market one's ability to serve
the Iranian language market. The
return on investment will be seen in
European LSPs prior to the United
States. US small to mid-level LSPs
require intelligence in their outreach
efforts and the ability to specialize into the market. Leaders in the
translation industry such as TransPerfect and Lionbridge will have a
higher ease of penetrability merely
because of their operating networks.
Following the general nature of subcontracting in the industry in order
to mitigate contractor procurement
costs, it is wise for small and midlevel agencies in the United States to

prepare their contractor rosters with
apt and knowledgeable translators for
various languages from the Iranian
region. As turbulent as the future
of the US Executive administration
remains, it is highly unlikely that the
United States can impose the same
system of secondary sanctions upon
Iran. Furthermore, US companies are
already finding ways around current
legal obstacles in the face of a new
market that is being carved away by
their competition. Boeing pushed
heavily in recent weeks for a deal
with Iran Air, and tech giants such as
Google, Facebook and Amazon are
using their European arms to tap into
the demand for their resources and
services within Iran. The benefit of
such a development business is that
the further these business ties are
reinstated and the more companies
navigate the current sanction environment, the more stable the current
environment becomes and the less
likely it becomes that US sanctions
will return. This remains simply due
to a US political system flooded with
billions of dollars representing corporate interest, and as interest peaks
higher and higher into Iran, LSPs and
analysts can expect more security in
their own investments.
The most daunting task for LSPs
across the smaller and mid-sized
scale remains specialization. Specialization within certain disciplines
remains a bit easier since all that is
needed is a sample and a relationship
developed between contractors. It’s
localization that will make or break
companies in the Iranian language
market. Iran is not a one-dimensional linguistic nation that merely
operates off the basis of Farsi. It just
so happens that since 1925, rulers
within Iran have pushed Farsi as a
language that is a part of the Persian
identity. As the linguistic map in
Figure 1 shows, only about 66% of
the nation learns Farsi as their first
language. Azerbaijani and other Tur-

kic dialects make up 18%, Kurdish
makes up 10%, Arabic 2% and Balochi 2%. Of course, the natural result
is that areas of multilingualism exist
in each linguistic bloc's borders, but
that also means that with a different
language, a different culture will
eventually require analysis as products begin to personalize further
and target each demographic. Initial
movements toward localizing in the
Iranian market can remain Tehrancentric for the time being, but as
market liberalization and business
access increases, plans for further
localization remain paramount to
your company's success in staying a
step ahead of the competition. It is
a story too commonly repeated in
the LSP industry: a company gains a
large contract only to blow it due to a
lack of awareness of the localization
requirements. It is the LSP's job to
inform clients if Farsi is the right language for their products, services or
documents. You and your company
will likely not know the landscape
well enough without someone who
has been in direct contact with the
locale for an extended period of time.
LSPs should be excited for the
entrance of Iran into the global market, not only for the lucrative opportunity this presents LSPs geared
toward Middle Eastern languages,
but also due to the fresh exposure
of ideas and discoveries that have
remained limited inside Iran. The
pariah nation has done an exceptional
job in protecting its scientific sector
and investing in industries in order
to remain self-sufficient. Now businesses and investors from both the
international community and Iran
can build a bridge to foster an environment of growth and possibility
while further sharing one another's
cultures and further understanding
each issue at hand. Globalizing Iran
holds no harm to any party, and it
certainly grants a bounty of opportunity to the LSPs that are ready. [M]
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Crossing sentence boundaries in
statistical machine translation

Laura Mascarell is a PhD
student in computational
linguistics at the University
of Zurich. Her PhD thesis studies textual
dependencies across sentences, and their
integration within MT systems.

Annette Rios is
completing her
postdoctoral at the
Institute of Computational Linguistics
at the University of Zurich, where she
graduated in 2015.

Standard phrase-based statistical machine
translation (SMT) systems translate one sentence
at a time, completely ignoring discourse dependencies and the wider context of the document. As a
consequence, words with multiple senses are often
mistranslated when they are ambiguous in the local
context. These translation errors decrease the quality of the translation, threatening the cohesion of
the text. Research in discourse-aware SMT tackles
document-level issues to improve the translation
and to ensure that discourse features such as cohesion are maintained in the translation.
As an example, the English word face is most frequently
translated into German as Gesicht. But when we deal with
mountaineering, the word face may also refer to a specific
side or part of a mountain — for example, “the north face of
Mount Everest” or “the face has several cracks” — and must
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Martin Volk is head
of the Institute of
Computational
Linguistics at the University of Zurich.
His research focuses on multilingual
systems, in particular on MT.

be translated into German as Wand. Therefore, the machine
translation (MT) system needs to consider the context in
order to determine the correct translation variant.
SMT has been dominated by phrase-based models for
the last decade, and several freely available toolkits, such
as Moses or Joshua, provide a fast way to obtain state-ofthe-art translation systems. However, this approach comes
with well-known limitations regarding the performance of
these systems: phrase-based models need to make strong
independence assumptions, since they translate each sentence independently and only consider local context during
translation. This makes it hard to model dependencies across
sentences, which can result in a loss of crucial information
and sometimes a wrong translation. Research in discourseaware MT is generally focused on specific problems related
to document-level dependencies, such as lexical and grammatical cohesion.
For instance, the multiuse German word Absatz can
be translated into English as heel, paragraph and sale. In

Tech nology
a phrase such as hoher Absatz, both
a translation as heel or sale can
be appropriate, depending on the
context. Information about how this
word has been translated in previous sentences, or about the general
domain of the document, will help the
MT system make the correct choice.
Generally, words that have multiple
possible translations are a challenge,
especially if the correct translation in
a specific context does not reflect the
most frequent meaning of the word.
A special case of this relation can be
observed by words that are introduced as part of a nominal compound
and maintain that meaning throughout the text, even if they appear on
their own. Consider the following
translation example of the German
word Typ:
German: “Der ektomorphe Körpertyp neigt zur Schlankheit. Dieser
Typ muss viel Krafttraining machen.”
MT: “The ectomorph body type
tends to be slender. This guy has to do
a lot of strength training.”
We observe that the translation of
the second clause is grammatically correct, but it does not convey the meaning of the German sentence where Typ
refers back to Körpertyp (body type) in
the previous sentence, and therefore,
the correct translation would be type,
not guy. Discourse-aware SMT systems cross sentence boundaries, and
the information that Typ in the second
clause corefers back to the compound
Körpertyp, helps to disambiguate Typ
and translate it correctly. We assume
that the head of a nominal compound
— typ in Körpertyp — should have the
same translation as a coreference and
as part of the compound. Since the coreferring head noun in isolation may
not produce a desired translation, we
take advantage of the compound. Note
that compounds are the result of joining multiple words, providing fewer
translation variants than words consisting of a single root, and thus helping
to reduce ambiguities when translating

their parts. Körpertyp will be translated
into body type, but not body guy.
In our experiments, we use the sentence-level translation system Moses.
In order to enforce a correct translation
across sentence boundaries, we employ
two different methods: plugging in the
correct translation to the system before
translation or before post-editing. With
the first method, we translate the document one sentence at a time. However,
we cache, or store, the translation of the
head of the compounds — for instance,
type in body type — and encourage
the translation system to use the corresponding cached translation for
every coreference to a compound. To
do so, we use the XML markup scheme
integrated in Moses, which allows us
to introduce the preferred translation,
competing with the other translation
candidates without changing the model.
This approach improves the translation
correctness of these coreferences from
80.1% to 86.7% when translating from
German into French.
The post-editing approach is similar: we perform the caching step, but
instead of plugging a specific transla-

tion into the translation system, we
automatically edit the MT output,
replacing all coreferences with their
cached translation. There are advantages and disadvantages with both
the plugging and the post-editing
method. During the translation process, several components, or models,
are combined to provide the best
translation. Each of these models has
a different function related to translation, reordering of the words, and
fluency of the output. Post-editing
is a straightforward approach to get
the desired translation, but it is not
included upfront in the translation
process. As a consequence, the other
models integrated in the translation
system cannot contribute to verify
whether the new translation is affecting the word order or the fluency of
the output. With the use of the XML
markup scheme provided by Moses
in the plugging approach, the translation output can benefit from the other
models. However, this is not optimal
since the cached translation competes
with the other translation candidates
without proper probability scores.
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An optimal solution that takes
advantage of other models can be
implemented using the documentlevel translation system Docent developed at the University of Uppsala by
Christian Hardmeier, which offers
more flexibility at modeling discourse
dependencies. At every step of the
translation process, Docent produces
a complete translation of the entire
document, and it accepts a new document translation when the combination of all model scores is higher than
the score of the previous translation.
To integrate our solution into Docent,
we implemented a new model that
gives higher scores when the translation of the head of a given compound
and its coreferences are the same.
In a more general approach, we
seek to improve the consistency
in the translation of all ambiguous
words, not just parts of compounds.
Generally, if a word in a given source
language has different translation
variants in the target language, we can
often infer the intended meaning by
specific words in the context that we
call trigger words. These words can,
but need not, be in the same sentence,
and be extracted from both the source
and the target side. For example, on
the one hand, the German words in
the source: ektomorph, Körpertyp,
Muskelmasse; and the English words
in the target ectomorph, metabolism,
bodybuilding trigger the translation of
English type for German Typ. On the
other hand, German jung, friendly or
band trigger the translation guy. Thus,
we define trigger words as words in the
surrounding sentences that trigger a
specific translation for a given ambiguous word.
In order to disambiguate a word
using such trigger words, we need
to find them first. For this purpose,
we look at changes in the translation
distribution when a specific trigger
word candidate appears in the context of a given ambiguous word. For
instance, when ektomorph appears
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in the context of Typ, the translation
as type has the highest probability in
the translation distribution, whereas
if ektomorph is not in the context, guy
has the highest translation probability.
Using this method, we automatically
extract the trigger words of all ambiguous words from a large parallel corpus.
During translation, we check whether
the detected trigger words appear in
the surrounding sentences, and can
thus conclude which translation is the
most likely. We then plug the correct
translation of the term into the translation system or do a post-editing step
in exactly the same way as described
above to obtain the desired translation.
Another area of research in discourse for MT is pronouns, most
prominently personal pronouns like
English he, she, it and German er,
sie, es — these words are especially
hard to translate, since the form of a
pronoun is in many languages determined by gender and number of its
antecedent — the noun it stands for.
Therefore, in order to pick the correct
translation, the system must know the
gender and number of the word that a
given pronoun refers to. For instance,
a standard phrase-based MT system
has problems with the translation of
the following snippet from an article
about South Korea’s president Park
Geun-hye from Spanish to English:
Spanish: “Para muchos surcoreanos,
la elección de Park como candidata es
segura. Si gana, será la consecuencia
de su seriedad y tenacidad, no de su
herencia política.”
Human translation: “To many
South Koreans, the election is now
Park’s to lose. If she wins, it will be the
result of her seriousness and tenacity,
not her political heritage.”
MT without coreference resolution:
“For many South Koreans, Park’s election as a candidate is safe. If it does,
it will be the result of her seriousness
and tenacity, not his political legacy.”
MT with coreference resolution:
“For many South Koreans, Park’s elec-
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tion as a candidate is safe. If she wins,
it will be the result of her seriousness
and tenacity, not her political legacy.”
First of all, Spanish only uses
subject pronouns for emphasis, but
otherwise omits them, as is the case
in the second sentence Si gana — if
[she] wins. The MT system is smart
enough to insert a pronoun, but since
it does not have any information
about the actual subject, it inserts the
more frequent pronoun it instead of
she. Furthermore, the Spanish possessive pronoun su is unspecified for
gender, whereas English uses distinctive forms depending on the gender
and number of the possessor. Since
the MT system is ignorant of the
actual possessor, it mistranslates su as
his instead of her.
In our research, we use a coreference resolution system on the Spanish
source text and annotate possessive
pronouns with their respective morphological features. Additionally, we
insert placeholders for the omitted
subject pronouns that indicate gender and number of the subject. This
can be done prior to the translation
with English as the target language,
since the gender distinction is only
relevant for humans, and it is safe to
assume that their grammatical gender
does not change when translated.
For languages that use grammatical
gender for all nouns, the issue is more
complicated, since for a correct translation we need to know not only the
antecedent of a given pronoun, but
also the gender of the translation of
that antecedent, which can be different from the gender which the noun
had in the source language.
As we have shown, translation
systems benefit from discourse dependencies to improve translation choices.
However, MT has been focused mostly
on sentence-level translation for the
last decade, and we should move on
to MT systems that take into account
discourse knowledge to outperform the
quality of the translation. [M]
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European Language
Industry Association

The European Language Industry Association
(Elia) is a nonprofit, pan-European forum of translation, localization and interpreting companies.
With a clear mission to promote and facilitate
business development, professional standards
and the language industry as a whole, Elia creates
events and initiatives to support members from
throughout Europe and beyond. Elia is a community of peers with an atmosphere that fosters open
exchange and discussion. Share the enthusiasm! Be
part of the Elia family and grow together.
Elia, Doncaster, United Kingdom
+39 345 8307084
Email: info@elia-association.org
Web: www.elia-association.org
Ad on page 9
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LocWorld

LocWorld conferences are dedicated to the language and localization industries. Our constituents
are the people responsible for communicating
across the boundaries of language and culture in
the global marketplace. International product and
marketing managers participate in LocWorld from
all sectors and all geographies to meet language
service and technology providers and to network
with their peers. Hands-on practitioners come to
share their knowledge and experience and to learn
from others. See our website for details on upcoming and past conferences.
Localization World, Ltd. Sandpoint, ID USA
208-263-8178
Email: info@locworld.com
Web:http://locworld.com
Ad on page 3

Consulting Services
Globalization and
Localization Association

The Globalization and Localization Association
is a fully representative, nonprofit, international
industry association for the translation, internationalization, localization and globalization
industry. The association gives members a common forum to discuss issues, create innovative
solutions, promote the industry and offer clients
unique, collaborative value.
Globalization and Localization Association
Seattle, WA USA
206-494-4686
Email: info@gala-global.org
Web: www.gala-global.org
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LocalizationGuy, LLC

LocalizationGuy, LLC, is a consultancy serving
buyers and providers of language services. We
help companies that buy language services to
identify and deploy optimal localization solutions
to fit their needs. We offer veteran expertise as
our clients navigate the many personnel, process
and technology decisions involved in running effective localization operations, whether in-house
or through external localization vendors. LocalizationGuy also helps language service providers
formulate business goals, develop and implement
sound business strategies and launch strategic
marketing efforts. LocalizationGuy is led by a
20-year localization industry veteran and former
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chairman of the Globalization and Localization
Association.
LocalizationGuy, LLC Minneapolis, MN USA
612-986-3108
Email: info@localizationguy.com
Web: www.localizationguy.com

Desktop Publishing

Global DTP

Global DTP s.r.o., based in the Czech Republic, offers professional multilingual desktop publishing
and media engineering solutions to the localization industry. Over the past 12 years, Global DTP
has become one of the leading DTP companies.
We have been delivering high-quality and costeffective services for at least eight of the top 20
LSPs and many other companies/agencies. Due
to our extensive experience in localization and
knowledge of the prepress, media and publishing
industries, our team of 20 in-house professionals
handles more than 1,000 projects every year. Our
core services are multilingual desktop publishing,
multimedia engineering and testing.
Global DTP s.r.o. Brno, Czech Republic
+420 603 574 709
Email: info@global-dtp.com
Web: www.global-dtp.com
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Localization Services
Total Solutions for Your Business

Across Systems
Multiple Platforms

Across Language Server is a market-leading software platform for all corporate language resources
and translation processes. Within a very short
time, the use of Across can increase the translation quality and transparency, while reducing the
workload and process costs. The Across translation management software includes a translation
memory, a terminology system, a powerful PM
and workflow control tools. It allows end-to-end
processing for a seamless collaboration of clients,
LSPs and translators. Open interfaces enable the
direct integration of third-party solutions like
CMS, ERP or others. Customers include Allianz
Versicherungs AG, HypoVereinsbank, SMA Solar
Technology, ThyssenKrupp and hundreds of other
leading companies.
Languages: All
Across Systems GmbH Karlsbad, Germany
49-7248-925-425, Email: info@across.net
Across Systems Inc. Glendale, CA USA
877-922-7677, Email: americas@across.net
Web: www.across.net
Ad on page 46

STAR Group

Multiple Platforms

STAR Group was founded in Switzerland 30 years
ago with the exclusive focus of facilitating crosscultural technical communications in all languages.
The company has grown to be the largest privately
held multilingual information technology and services company in the world with 46 offices in 31
countries. Its advanced technology developments
have propelled STAR to its current market position.
Core services: information management, translation, localization, publishing, on-demand printing
and consulting. Core technologies: Transit (translation memory), TermStar/WebTerm (terminology
management), GRIPS (product information management), MindReader (context-sensitive authoring
assistance), STAR CLM (corporate language management), STAR CPM (corporate process management), i-KNOW (competence management) and
SPIDER (Interactive Electronic Technical Manual).
Languages: All
STAR Group Ramsen, Switzerland
41-52-742-9200, 216-691-7827
Email: info@star-group.net, Web: www.star-group.net
Ad on page 12

ADAPT Localization Services

ADAPT Localization Services offers the full range
of services that enable clients to be successful in
international markets, from documentation design through translation, linguistic and technical
localization services, prepress and publication
management. Serving both Fortune 500 and small
companies, ADAPT has gained a reputation for
quality, reliability, technological competence
and a commitment to customer service. Fields of
specialization include diagnostic and medical devices, IT/telecom and web content. With offices
in Bonn, Germany; Stockholm, Sweden; and Barcelona, Spain, and a number of certified partner
companies, ADAPT is well suited to help clients
achieve their goals in any market.
Languages: More than 50
ADAPT Localization Services Bonn, Germany
49-228-98-22-60
Email: adapt@adapt-localization.com
Web: www.adapt-localization.com
Ad on page 38

Alliance Localization China (ALC)

ALC offers document, website and software translation and localization, desktop publishing and interpreter services. We focus on English, German
and other European languages to and from Chinese, Japanese, Korean and other Asian languages.
We use TRADOS, CATALYST, SDLX, Transit,
Wordfast, memoQ and other CAT tools, as well
as DTP tools including CorelDRAW, FrameMaker,
FreeHand, Illustrator, InDesign, PageMaker, Photoshop and QuarkXPress. Our customer-oriented
approach is supported by strong project management, a team of specialists, a large knowledge base
and advanced methodologies. We always provide
service beyond our customers’ expectations at a
low cost and with high quality, speed, dependability and flexibility.
Languages: Major Asian and European languages
Alliance Localization (ALC) Beijing, China
86-10-8368-2169
Email: contact@allocalization.com
Web: www.allocalization.com

E4NET is a total localization solutions provider,
specialized in Asian localization covering all major
Asian languages (including Korean, Japanese, Simplified/Traditional Chinese, Thai and Vietnamese)
as well as all other regional tier 3 languages. We
have 20+ years of extensive and successful localization production experience with many major
projects for customers such as Google, Facebook,
Microsoft, Oracle, Hewlett-Packard, LG Electronics, Panasonic, IKEA and more. E4NET specializes
in the fields of IT, but our service also covers other
industries such as medical/health care, travel,
fashion, games, financial, governmental and automotive. We continuously develop and apply
innovative leading-edge technology such as MT
throughout our production process, and also provide associated services to maximize production/
service efficiency.
Languages: 60+
E4NET Co., Ltd. Seoul, South Korea
82-2-3465-8500
Email: l10n@e4net.net
Web: www.e4net.net

Precision Matters in Translation

For over 17 years, EC Innovations has specialized in customized solutions and subject matter
expertise to fit almost any budget for most industry verticals. Originally known as a supplier
to suppliers, ECI has quickly become one of the
fastest growing language service providers in the
marketplace. Today, EC Innovations has grown
into 14 strategically located global offices with
300+ full-time employees offering full localization support into 60+ languages. EC Innovations continues to build upon its reputation as a
customer-centric organization focused on highquality standards, technological creativity and
value-added services to accommodate any type
of localization program.
Languages: All
EC Innovations, Inc. Wilmington, DE USA
312-863-1966
Email: info@ecinnovations.com
Web: www.ecinnovations.com
Ad on page 16
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EuroGreek Translations Limited

Established in 1986, EuroGreek Translations Limited is Europe’s number one Greek localizer, specializing in technical and medical translations from
English into Greek and Greek into English. EuroGreek’s aim is to provide high-quality, turnkey solutions, encompassing a whole range of client needs,
from plain translation to desktop/web publishing
to localization development and testing. Over the
years, EuroGreek’s services have been extended
to cover most subject areas, including German
and French into Greek localization services. All of
EuroGreek’s work is produced in-house by a team
of 25 highly qualified specialists and is fully guaranteed for quality and on-time delivery.
Languages: Greek
EuroGreek Translations Limited
London, United Kingdom; Athens, Greece
30-210-9605-244
Email: production@eurogreek.gr
Web: www.eurogreek.com
Ad on page 45

iDISC Information Technologies

iDISC, established in 1987, is an ISO 9001 and
EN 15038 certified language and software company based in Barcelona with branches and teams

in Argentina, Mexico, Brazil, Bolivia and Guatemala. We have dedicated teams for web content,
software localization and translation of technical,
business, automotive, biomedical and marketing documents. Our software development engineers and translation teams provide high-quality
and on-time production solutions that are costefficient, flexible and scalable.
Languages: Spanish (all variants), Portuguese (all
variants), Catalan, Basque, Galician, Valencian,
K’iche’, Quechua, Aymara, Guarani
iDISC Information Technologies Barcelona, Spain
34-93-778-73-00
Email: info@idisc.es
Web: www.idisc.es

Moravia IT, LLC

Moravia is a leading globalization solution provider, enabling companies in the information
technology, eLearning, life sciences, consumer
electronics and telecommunications industries
to enter global markets with high-quality multilingual products. Moravia’s solutions include
localization, product testing, multilingual publishing, technical translation, content creation,
machine translation and workflow consulting.
Adobe®, IBM, Microsoft, Oracle and Toshiba
are among some of the leading companies that
depend on Moravia for accurate, on-time and
economical localization. With global headquarters in Brno, Czech Republic, Moravia has local

offices in Europe, the United States, Japan, China
and Latin America. To learn more, please visit
us at www.moravia.com.
Languages: All
Moravia IT, LLC
USA Newbury Park, CA USA, 805-262-0055
Email: info@moravia.com, Web: www.moravia.com
Europe: 420-545-552-222, Email: europe@moravia.com
Ireland: 353-1-709-9822, Email: ireland@moravia.com
Asia: 86-25-8689-6500, Email: asia@moravia.com
Japan: 81-3-3354-3320, Email: japan@moravia.com
Argentina: 54-341-481-2992 Email: argentina@moravia.com
Ad on page 64

Greek Localization Experts
Since 1983

Founded in 1983, ORCO S.A. is a leading
translation and localization provider, specializing in software localization and technical
translations (IT, telecommunication, medical, automotive, engineering, marketing, financial, EU).
ORCO deals primarily with English into Greek
projects, although translation from several other
European languages can be taken aboard. With its
experienced in-house personnel, ORCO offers highquality services, including localization, product
testing, engineering, DTP and more. Our client list
includes long-term collaborations with companies
such as Abbott, Canon, Cummins, Ford, General
Electric, Google, IBM, Microsoft, Oracle, Sony and
important international institutions such as the EU
(CdT, DGT, European Parliament) and UNHCR.
Languages: Greek
ORCO S.A. Athens, Greece
+30-210-723-6001
Email: info@orco.gr
Web: www.orco.gr

Localization and
Globalization Partner

Saltlux is a language service provider that specializes in supplying Korean, Japanese, S-Chinese, TChinese and other Asian languages. Our services
encompass translation, localization, DTP, MT
post-editing, planning and writing of technical
manuals. We have extensive experience in medical
equipment and pharmaceutical products, cosmetic
and cosmeceutical products, IT, software, electrical, automotive and technical industry, and so on.
With 36 years accumulated know-how, Saltlux
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will be your ideal global communication partner.
To learn more, please visit www.saltlux.com.
Languages: Korean, Traditional and Simplified
Chinese, Japanese and other Asian languages, European languages
Saltlux, Inc. Seoul, South Korea
822-379-8444
Email: tcsales@saltlux.com
Web: www.saltlux.com

TOIN Corporation

TOIN has achieved a 50-year track record of excellence by, as our clients say, being consistently “present” to meet their needs. TOIN offers a spectrum of
translation, localization and consulting solutions to
Global 1000 companies across a range of industries
including automotive, IT, telecommunications, life
sciences, eLearning, software, gaming, semiconductors and consumer products. TOIN provides exceptional strength in Asia as well as a global reach, with
offices in Japan, China, Korea, the United States and
the United Kingdom.
Languages: Japanese, Traditional and Simplified
Chinese, Korean, Malay, Thai, Vietnamese and
European languages
TOIN Corporation
Japan: Tokyo, Japan, 81-3-5759-4353
Email: toshihito-hattori@to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.co.jp
North America: Minneapolis, MN USA, 1-612-986-3108
Email: aki-ito@to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.com
Europe: London, United Kingdom, 44-7890-290123
Email: mark-stephenson@to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.com
China: Shanghai, China, 86-21-3222-0012
Email: shen-yi@to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.com

Vistatec

We have been helping some of the world’s most
iconic brands to optimize their global commercial
potential since 1997. Vistatec is one of the world's
most innovative, progressive and successful localization solutions providers. Headquarted in Dublin,
Ireland, with offices in Mountain View, California,
USA. Think Global.
Languages: All
Vistatec
Europe: Dublin, Ireland, 353-1-416-8000
North America: Mountain View, CA USA
409-898-2364
Email: info@vistatec.com
Web: www.vistatec.com
Ad on page 51

Nonprofit Organizations

Project Management

The following two organizations are not affiliated.

The Rosetta Foundation

Access to information is a fundamental and universal human right. It can make the difference between
prosperity and poverty, freedom and captivity, life
and death. The Rosetta Foundation is a nonprofit
organization registered in Ireland promoting equal
access to information and knowledge across the
languages of the world. It maintains the Translation
Commons (www.trommons.org) matching nonprofit translation projects and organizations with
the skills and interests of volunteer translators.
Languages: All
The Rosetta Foundation Dublin, Ireland
+353-86-7851749
Email: info@therosettafoundation.org
Web: www.therosettafoundation.org

Translation Commons

Translation Commons is concerned with helping
all language professionals to maximize their contribution to the language industry and to achieve
due recognition for their work.
Translation Commons Las Vegas, NV USA
(310) 405-4991
Email: info@translationcommons.org
Web: www.translationcommons.org

Translators without Borders

Translators without Borders is an independent registered nonprofit association based in France that
assists non-governmental organizations (NGOs) by
providing free, professional translations. Founded
by Lexcelera in 1993, Translators without Borders
has provided over two million dollars worth of free
translations. Thanks to the funds saved, NGOs are
able to extend their humanitarian work.
Languages: 11
Translators without Borders Paris, France
33-1-55-28-88-09
Email: twb@translatorswithoutborders.org
Web: www.translatorswithoutborders.org
Ad on page 53

Turnkey Language Solutions

Global Language Solutions (GLS) is a full-service
ISO 9001:2008 and EN 15038:2006 certified translation and interpreting company delivering solutions in over 100 languages. GLS provides turnkey
project management, culturally and linguistically
accurate document translations, website localization, multilingual typesetting/graphic design,
linguistic validation, conference interpreting and
voiceovers. The company's clients include leaders in the medical devices, pharmaceutical, health
care, financial, legal, manufacturing, marketing and
technology industries. GLS is a WBENC-certified
Women's Business Enterprise (WBE) with offices in
Asia, Europe, South America and the United States.
Languages: More than 100
Global Language Solutions Irvine, CA USA
+1 949-798-1400
Email: info@globallanguages.com
Web:www.globallanguages.com

Terminology Management

Kaleidoscope

quickTerm manages the entire terminology life
cycle. If you would like to see your SDL MultiTerm
terminology used enterprise-wide, Kaleidoscope
has the ideal add-on: quickTerm. With quickTerm,
individuals do not need to be terminology-savvy
power users or have their own MultiTerm license
to quickly and easily access terminology. Users can
simply search for terminology from within any
application or via a web browser. This alone significantly raises the level of terminology adherence.
Additionally, quickTerm enables enterprise-wide
participation in terminology discovery, approval
and revision processes, which further ties in colleagues in the terminology process.
Languages: German, English
Kaleidoscope GmbH Vienna, Austria
004 31 253 5352
Email: info@kaleidoscope.at
Web: www.kaleidoscope.at
Ad on page 8
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Translation
Management Systems
XTM: Better Translation Technology
Multiple Platforms

Plunet BusinessManager
Multiple Platforms

Plunet develops and markets the business and
workflow management software Plunet BusinessManager — one of the world’s leading
management solutions for the translation and
localization industry. Plunet BusinessManager
provides a high degree of automation and flexibility for professional language service providers
and translation departments. Using a web-based
platform, Plunet integrates translation software,
financial accounting and quality management
systems. Various functions and extensions of
Plunet BusinessManager can be adapted to individual needs within a configurable system. Basic
functions include quote, order and invoice management, comprehensive financial reports, flexible job and workflow management as well as
deadline, document and customer relationship
management.
Plunet GmbH Berlin, Germany
+49-(0)30-322-971-340
Email: info@plunet.com
Web: www.plunet.com
Ad on page 42

XTM is a fully featured online CAT tool and translation management system available as a pay-asyou-go SaaS or for installation on your server. Built
for collaboration and ease of use, XTM provides a
complete, secure and scalable translation solution.
Implementation of XTM Cloud is quick and easy,
with no installation, hardware costs or maintenance
required. Rapidly create new projects from all common file types using the templates provided and allocate your resources to the automated workflow.
XTM enables you to share linguistic assets in real
time between translators. Discover XTM today. Sign
up for a free 30-day trial at www.xtm-intl.com/trial.
Languages: All Unicode languages
XTM International Gerrards Cross, United Kingdom
+44-1753-480-469
Email: sales@xtm-intl.com
Web: www.xtm-intl.com
Ad on page 37

Web-based

Wordbee is the leading choice for enterprises
and language service providers that need to save
money and make their company run more efficiently. Wordbee has the most complete feature
set of any cloud solution: project management,
portal, business analytics, reporting, invoicing
and a user-friendly translation editor. Tasks such
as project and workflow setup, job assignment,
deadline calculation, multiple phase kick-offs and
cost management can all be automated in the collaborative translation platform. Also, the Beebox
connects CMSs, DMSs or any propriety database
source with the TMS of the translation vendor or
internal translation team.
Languages: All
Wordbee Soleuvre, Luxembourg
+352 2877 1204
Email: info@wordbee.com
Web: www.wordbee.com
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Delivering results, solutions and resources to vendor managers, project managers, production managers, directors and C-level executives of MLV
language service provider companies. On-time
and on-budget. Polish and other CEE languages.
35,000,000+ words translated and localized.
25,000+ projects completed. 25+ fields of expertise
covered. 5+ types of content covered. 200+ LSPMLV customers served. 250+ end-clients' content
dealt with. 200 actively collaborating linguists. No
more headaches, no more after hours. Ten years
and counting.
CONTRAD Olsztyn, Poland
+48 89 614 11 00
Email: info@contrad.com.pl
Web: www.contrad.com.pl
Ad on page 21

Translation Services
Diskusija – Translation
and Localization
Translation Services Provider in SEE

Wordbee Translator

When it comes to translation,
we hear you

Ciklopea is one of the leading translation and localization services providers in the region of South East
Europe (SEE) specialized in translation projects,
interpreting and localization into the languages of
the South region (Croatian, Slovenian, Serbian, Bosnian, Macedonian, Montenegrin, Albanian, Bulgarian and Romanian). Our fields of specialization are
manufacturing, consumer products, engineering,
industry, technology, IT, medical, pharmaceutical, health services, life sciences, law, economics,
business, finance, insurance, marketing, PR, communication and tourism. Ciklopea is certified in accordance with ISO 9001: 2008, EN 15038:2006 and
ISO 27001:2005.
Languages: More than 25 languages
Ciklopea d.o.o. Zagreb, Croatia
+385-1-3751736
Email: info@ciklopea.com
Web: www.ciklopea.com
Ad on page 33

Follow us on Facebook
facebook.com/
multilingualmagazine

Diskusija is a regional LSP specializing in the languages of the Baltic countries and Central, Eastern
and Southeastern European languages. Our core
business is serving other LSPs. If you need translation into any of these languages, we are ready to
help in whatever way suits you best. Your goal to
provide your customers with the best services is
our goal! We always try to be an extension of our
client’s team in order to understand the requirements and the working style, to find the best solutions together, and, in other words, to become real
partners. If you are looking for a flexible, adaptable
partner, we are your choice.
Languages: Baltic, Central, Eastern and South-eastern European languages
Diskusija Vilnius, Lithuania
370-5-2790574
Email: diskusija@diskusija.lt
Web: www.diskusija.lt

Your Premier Partner
For Your Premier Projects

FaustTranslations.com provides translation, localization and transcreation for the European and
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global markets. Contact us if you are searching for
a reliable partner for long-term collaboration. Meet
us at LocWorld32 Montreal; Tekom Stuttgart; Elia
Brussels, Barcelona, Berlin; and GALA Amsterdam.
We have been successfully fulfilling our customers’
needs with our linguistic expertise for over 25 years.
We specialize in engineering, industry, technology,
business, economics, finance, law, marketing and
SEO. Our medium-sized company is characterized
by utmost flexibility and our special personal touch.
We follow the highest ethical standards in our business. We look forward to working with you.
Languages: All
FaustTranslations.com Troisvierges, Luxembourg
+352-26-90-66-20
Email: info@fausttranslations.com
Web: www.fausttranslations.com

GlobalWay Co., Ltd.

GlobalWay, a leading localization company in
Korea, provides professional localization and globalization services with exceptional quality and
also offers a wide range of content and document
management services including voiceover, testing and DTP. We have highly qualified in-house
linguists who translate and review a variety of
content with professional knowledge. Our experienced engineers and project managers can help
you to get exactly what you want. GlobalWay and
its partners worldwide are ready to support your
growing business and localization tasks. Feel free
to contact us for more information.
Languages: Asian and European
GlobalWay Co., Ltd. Seoul, South Korea
+82-2-3453-4924
Email: sales@globalway.co.kr
Web: www.globalway.co.kr

Asianlization with HansemEUG

With more than 180 trained in-house staff and
EN15038 and ISO9001 certification, HansemEUG
has become the largest LSP in Korea. Specialized
in Korean, Chinese, Japanese, Vietnamese, Thai,
Malay, Indonesian, MEA and African languages,
HansemEUG provides a one-stop solution with
a broad spectrum of language services including:
HQAS (Hansem Quality Audit Services) with a
medical advisory board, expedited services with
in-house DTP production, MT engine optimization, data solution and system development,
technical authoring and consulting services for
Chinese GB compliance. Our headquarters and
sales office are located in Korea and the UK,

and a language center is in Vietnam.
Languages: More than 10
HansemEUG, Inc. Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea
Korea: +82-(31)-226-5042
Email: info@ezuserguide.com
UK: 44-(20)-8644-8685
Email: michael.stephenson@ezuserguide.com
N. America: +1-(800)-532-4176
Email: overseas_sales@ezuserguide.com
Web: www.ezuserguide.com
Ad on page 32

LinguaLinx Language Solutions, Inc.

LinguaLinx is a leading provider of global content
and language translation to organizations around the
world. The content experts at LinguaLinx help manage and localize messaging to enhance efficiency and
provide consistency across all forms of communication. With offices around the world, LinguaLinx provides organizations with localization solutions that fit
their needs including: translation and interpretation,
marketing communications and website localization,
translation memory deployment, multilingual SEO,
translation readiness assessment and global content
management. Unify your global organization with a
customized content intelligence strategy and ensure
that your messages resonate across borders. To learn
more, visit lingualinx.com.
Languages: All
LinguaLinx Language Solutions, Inc. Troy, NY USA
518-388-9000
Email: info@lingualinx.com, Web: www.lingualinx.com

Lionbridge

Lionbridge enables more than 800 world-leading
brands to increase international market share,
speed adoption of products and effectively engage their customers in local markets worldwide.
We provide translation, online marketing, global
content management and application testing solutions that ensure global brand consistency, local
relevancy and technical usability across all touch
points of the global customer life cycle.  Using our
innovative cloud technologies, global program
management expertise and our worldwide crowd of
more than 100,000 professional cloud workers, we
provide integrated solutions that enable clients to
successfully market, sell and support their products
and services in global markets.
Languages: All
Lionbridge Waltham, MA USA
781-434-6000
Email: hello@lionbridge.com, Web: www.lionbridge.com
Ad on page 19

LocaTran Translations

LocaTran Translations Ltd., established in 2004,
is an ISO 9001:2008-certified company with its
headquarters in Shanghai, which is China's most
progressive city. As a team of dedicated professionals, we offer a range of translation and localization
services encompassing Chinese, Japanese, Korean,
Thai, Malay, Indonesian, Vietnamese and other
Asian languages in the diverse fields of marketing,
legal, IT, manufacturing, medical and many more.
We count Deloitte, AECOM, AIA, ARM, Samsung as well as language service providers (LSPs)
worldwide among our loyal clientele. At LocaTran
Translations, we consistently ensure that we provide first-rate quality, beyond expectations.
Languages: Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Thai, Malay,
Indonesian, Vietnamese
LocaTran Translations Ltd. Shanghai, China
+86-21-63760188
Email: info@locatran.com
Web: www.locatran.com

Medical Translations Only

MediLingua is one of the few medical translation
specialists in Europe. We only do medical. We
provide all European languages and the major
languages of Asia and Africa, as well as translation-related services to manufacturers of devices,
instruments, in vitro diagnostics and software;
pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies;
medical publishers; national and international
medical organizations; and other customers in
the medical sector. Projects include the translation of documentation for medical devices, surgical instruments, hospital equipment and medical
software; medical information for patients, medical students and physicians; scientific articles;
press releases; product launches; clinical trial
documentation; medical news; and articles from
medical journals.
Languages: 45, including all EU languages
MediLingua Medical Translations BV
Leiden, Netherlands
+31-71-5680862
Email:info@medilingua.com
Web: www.medilingua.com
Ad on page 33
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Rheinschrift Language Services

Outstanding localization requires world-class
experience. Rheinschrift gives your business a
native voice in the German-speaking world. We
offer more than 20 years’ experience providing
translations and localizations for software and
hardware manufacturers as well as for the sectors
of business, technology, legal matters and medicine/medical applications. Our services also range
from glossaries, post-editing, project management
and desktop publishing services to many other
related services. Rely on Rheinschrift to deliver
the most competent translations and meet your
deadline, whatever it takes.
Languages: German to/from major European
languages
Rheinschrift Language Services Cologne, Germany
+49-(0)221-80-19-28-0
Email: contact@rheinschrift.de
Web: www.rheinschrift.de
Ad on page 18

SEAtongue Ltd.

With production bases across Asia, SEAtongue
offers unmatched customer-oriented localization services with highly specialized in-country,
in-house linguists. We listen to our customers,
explore a solution to the localization challenges
they face with Asian languages, and provide
services tailored to meet their specific requirements. Over the past decade, we’ve been building a team of carefully selected linguists in key
Asian language pairs, while constantly improving
our quality assurance measures. We support all
time zones, ensuring fast communication with
our customers around the world. Our mission is
to help you grow your business as your main localization partner in Asia.
Languages: More than 20 languages
SEAtongue Ltd Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
+603-2169-7407
Email: ml@seatongue.com
Web: http://seatongue.com

SeproTec Multilingual Solutions

SeproTec is a multilingual service provider ranked
among the top language service companies in the
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world. With more than 25 years of experience in
providing high-quality, cost-effective solutions
in translation and interpretation, SeproTec distinguishes itself by utilizing the most advanced
technology and translation management technology, specifically designed to maximize customer
satisfaction. SeproTec is proud to have achieved
certifications for international corporate social
responsibility, quality control, and environmental
management. SeproTec has more than 380 employees and 4500 freelance collaborators within dedicated account teams that provide 24/7 coverage
for our clients’ multilingual needs wherever in the
world they may be.
Languages: 40
SeproTec Multilingual Solutions Madrid, Spain
+34 91 204 87 00
Email: seprotec@seprotec.com
Web: http://seprotec.com
Ad on page 63

multilingual production services for audio-visual,
online and print media since 1991. Our experience in adapting technical documentation and
marketing communication materials covers a
wide range of industries, including biomedical
and health care; building and construction; financial services; food and agriculture; high-tech and
manufacturing; and hospitality and leisure, as well
as government and nonprofit organizations. Using a total quality management process and stateof-the-art software and equipment, our team of
foreign language professionals delivers the highest
quality translations in a cost-effective and timeefficient manner.
Languages: All major commercial languages
TripleInk Minneapolis, MN USA
612-342-9800
800-632-1388
Email: info@tripleink.com
Web: www.tripleink.com

SpanSource

Wiitrans.com –
Translation Made Simple

SpanSource provides translation, localization
and related services from Western European
languages into all regional varieties of Spanish
as well as other language combinations through
our network of select SLV partners. Our domain
focus is on health care and life sciences, software and IT, heavy machinery and automotive,
legal and financial, oil and gas, corporate training and educational materials. Our comprehensive service portfolio also includes unparalleled
desktop publishing and multimedia localization
engineering support for eLearning materials.
Our in-house staff of 25 includes project managers, senior linguists, desktop publishers, software
engineers and graphic designers, which prove
to be fundamental in SpanSource’s centralized,
customer-centric approach.
Languages: Focus on Spanish and Portuguese,
other language combinations through partners
SpanSource SRL Rosario, Argentina
54-341-527-5233
Email: info@spansource.com
Web: www.spansource.com

Wiitrans.com aims to simplify the often complicated translation transactions and move all processes online. We have a vast pool of handpicked
translators around the globe, pretested by industry
focus. We offer you full credentials including expertise, ratings and experience. With a few simple
clicks, files are instantly processed and quoted
and you are able to easily receive translated text
on demand. With Wiitrans.com’s smart semantic
matching algorithm, your orders are assigned directly to the most suitable translators. Wiitrans.
com serves our clients with customized solutions,
including our dedicated resource pool, technical
support and 24 x 7 service.
Languages: More than 20 language combinations
Wiitrans Network, Ltd. Hong Kong
+86 024 82911693
Email: services@wiitrans.com
Web: www.wiitrans.com
Ad on page 7
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TripleInk Multilingual
Communications

As a multilingual communications agency,
TripleInk has provided industrial and consumer
products companies with precise translation and

Translation Tools

Kilgray Translation Technologies Ltd.
Windows

Kilgray Translation Technologies is the world’s
fastest growing provider of computer-assisted
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translation tools. In 2005 the company launched
the first version of memoQ, an integrated clientserver translation environment designed to facilitate interoperability and teamwork. All of Kilgray’s
products — memoQ, the memoQ server, memoQWebTrans, qTerm and Language Terminal —
optimize productivity and control of the entire
translation process and environment. Rated #1 by
Common Sense Advisory among translation-centric TMS systems, and used by thousands of translators, language service providers and enterprises
throughout the world, memoQ and other Kilgray
tools are accepted and appreciated as premiere
translation technologies.
Languages: All
Kilgray Translation Technologies Ltd.
Béke sugárút, Hungary
+36-30-383-9435
Email: sales@kilgray.com
Web: www.kilgray.com

Memsource

Memsource is an API-enabled translation environment that supports over 40 file formats. It includes translation memory, integrated machine
translation and terminology management, in
addition to a web-based and desktop translator’s editor. Some of the world’s leading translation buyers
as well as translation providers use Memsource for
their mission-critical projects. In total, more than
40,000 Memsource users translate over 100 million
words every month. Memsource offers powerful
features, yet it is lightweight, intuitive and fast.
Languages: All
Memsource Prague, Czech Republic
+420 221 490 441
Email: info@memsource.com
Web: www.memsource.com
Ad on pages 22-23

SDL Language Solutions

SDL Language Solutions offers a unique language
technology platform — from translation memory
productivity tools for the individual translator to collaboration software for project managers, from translation management solutions for LSPs to cloud-based
machine translation for corporate localization teams.
You are not just investing in a market-leading translation productivity tool when you buy SDL Trados Studio, you are investing in a CAT tool that integrates
with the full SDL language technology platform including the new innovative Language Cloud. Find
out more from www.translationzone.com.
Languages: All
SDL Language Solutions Maidenhead, United Kingdom
+44-1628-417227
Email: swhale@sdl.com, Web: www.translationzone.com
Ad on page 2

Give The Gift Of
Knowledge
— for free!

Thanks

If you find information in any issue
of MultiLingual that you know would
benefit a friend or colleague, let us
send them a copy.

Simply email freecopy@multilingual.com with the person’s name,
postal address and the date of the issue you’d like to share.
They will receive a complimentary copy of the magazine along with
a note, letting them know you were thinking of them.
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Takeaway
Adventures in DTP
Amy Clements

Amy Clements manages desktop publishing and quality
assurance for U.S. Translation Company, a localization
firm that serves industrial clients around the world.

As the head of our quality assurance (QA) and desktop publishing
(DTP) programs, I run into all sorts of unexpected situations. And by
unexpected, I mean — let’s put a positive spin on this — adventurous.

When complications arise during the process, they usually occur
because of what we don't know. Or, even more accurately, because of what
we don't know we don't know. We love our clients, but, like the rest of us,
they sometimes make assumptions. Assumptions, for example, about what
a finished product will entail. Most of the time those assumptions line up
with our standard processes and procedures. Occasionally, they don't.
QA is a basic process that we perform that involves a side-by-side comparison of the translated text to the original. We match text blocks and spacing,
punctuation, callouts (such as pull-quotes, boxes and arrows), page numbers
and so on. Essentially, we make sure that the translation matches the original
(not so much in terms of the actual language, since a professional proofreader
will already have done that check). DTP is a much more thorough process.
When performing QA and DTP on a translated document, we
specifically ask the client about a variety of common customizations. We
see the same client expectation pop up multiple times. To illustrate, we
often encounter the issue of page match: should a translated document
have the same content on the same page number as the original, and
should the translated version be exactly as long? As one could imagine,
this becomes especially thorny when a target language expands or
contracts. A Spanish translation, for instance, will wind up being considerably longer than its English original. What if the client wants a page
match? We can decrease line spacing. Or change the font size. Or, failing
that — shudder — make other modifications too terrible to contemplate.
When we encounter the same client assumptions multiple times, we
address that issue in all initial client onboarding conversations. We also
create customer-specific style guides to pass on to our translators. These
profiles address individual quirks and preferences that we've picked up on
as we’ve worked with a customer. The profiles help tremendously, allowing
translators and my team to proactively customize and thus avoid rework.
Just when we think we've seen every client expectation and have incorporated them into our screening and onboarding process, we get blindsided
by a new requirement that we would never have imagined. A client, for
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example, might want specific terms
left in English, and assume that such
a requirement would be obvious.
Or, even more complex, they may
want those terms in English with
their translated variant following
in parentheses. They may have
preferential wording for the final
(translated) product: our translator
made one valid choice, but the
client had a preconception that a
different phraseology was more in
line with their vision. They may
want their company letterhead
incorporated into the translation
— even though it was not in the
original; they may want a table or
graph omitted, shrunken, expanded
or untranslated. The customer may
want a specific font but neglect to
tell us. Fonts vary considerably in
the amount of space they require;
a standard Word document with
default margins will, in 11 point
Arial font, allow 84 characters per
line. Given identical parameters, 104
characters of Garamond will fit per
line. Switching from Arial to Garamond, then, will shrink a translation
by 23%. Obviously, this issue will
generate a cascade of others.
The individuality of client needs
knows no bounds, but we must
all rise to the occasion. [M]

WHEN
WE SAY
Don’t worry, you can rest easy

WE
MEAN
Don’t worry, you can rest easy
If you’re worried about quality and
punctuality, it’s because you’ve never
worked with us before.
SeproTec is ranked among the world’s top
30 language service providers. Our
presence is global and we offer translation,
localization and interpreting services in
any language. Furthermore, our 25 years
of experience in the field have earned us
the
most
important
international
certifications.
We’re the ones who do the worrying, so
you will never have to.

WORDS MATTER

www.seprotec.com

“The future is already here —
it’s just not evenly distributed.”
William Gibson

Multilingual bots
will reshape
the way brands
communicate
globally.
We’re moving from a mobile-first to a mobile-only
world. Daily mobile-assisted tasks are set to become
bot-driven, at the expense of interactions made
through apps. Private communication with brands via
messengers already exceeds that on social media.
Forward-looking brands will take a cue from
developments in Asia and will integrate multilingual
bots across their organization. These will help meet their
customers’ growing expectations for personal, easy and
accurate conversations. Driven by developments
in artificial intelligence and machine learning, bots will
use smart data to enable locale-specific conversations
with customers that complement human interactions.

Takao Tanaka
Solutions Architect

Flexible thinking. Reliable delivery.

moravia.com

